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The Trigger Effect!
by Dennis Madden

members.atra.com
www.atra.com

FROM THE CEO

It’s not easy getting excited about 
doing the same thing, day after 
day. You go in to work at the same 

place, in the same office, with the same 
people, day in and day out… eventually 
you find yourself in a rut. That’s why 
we take vacations: to recharge our bat-
teries and refresh our attitudes.

And it’s why we have toys. Let’s 
face it: No one really needs a 60” flat 
screen plasma TV. Exactly how big 
does Spongebob need to be? We buy 
toys to break the routine… to add a 
little excitement to our lives.

I’m not immune: A few months 
back I decided to replace my gas grill. 
Mine’s built in and runs on natural 
gas, so replacing it was a little more 
involved than the ones on wheels. But 
after months of search and comparison, 
I made my decision. 

Now that I have it, all I want to do 
is cook on it. It’s my new toy and I want 
to play! I look forward to getting home 
just so I can use my new grill. I’m still 
trying to figure out how to cook waffles 
in my backyard.

My grill was my trigger: a way to 
break the routine and get excited again. 
That’s a critical part of remaining effec-
tive… at home, at work, and just gener-
ally in life. It’s those triggering events 
that allow us to step back and reas-
sess… to make the decisions that keep 
us on top of our game.

I’m writing this just hours after 
returning from this year’s Expo. And 
for many of us, that’s a big part of 
Expo: It’s that triggering event that 
helps us break the routine and keeps us 
fresh and on our toes.

I’d like to say that it’s because of 
our speakers and programs. And for 
many, I’m sure that’s an important part 
of the trigger. Not much wonder: We 
work all year to come up with some of 
the most exciting, knowledgeable, and 
dynamic experts to provide their views 
on the issues facing us in the shop, each 
and every day.

This year we had a bumper crop 
of new and exciting programs in the 
lineup. On the tech side we received 
tips on the latest Chrysler units, the 
Jatco JF613E 6-speed, and GM’s 6T40 
and 6T45 transaxles. And we got a clo-
seup look at diagnosing and repairing 
the new hybrid transaxles.

But we didn’t stop there: We dis-
covered how to reduce comebacks, 
the basics of using a scope, and a wide 
range of tips and tricks for fixing cars 
better and faster. We even learned how 
to avoid injury in the shop.

On the management side of the 
aisle we got a clear view of what cus-
tomers believe about your business, and 
let me tell you, there were more than a 
few surprises there! We discussed new 
ideas for attracting customers away 
from the dealers and new approaches to 
internet marketing. 

We met new GEARS contribu-
tor Jim Cathcart, discovered ways to 
improve our service and our image, and 
took a fresh look at where our industry 
seems to be heading. We also received 
some exciting tips from Art Eastman, 

who’s spent the last several years help-
ing shop owners sell their businesses. 

And this year, instead of music or 
a performance at the ATRA luncheon 
sponsored by Raybestos Powertrain, we 
heard from Larry Winget. Who’s he? 
Larry’s a guy with some powerful opin-
ions about how you’re doing in busi-
ness and life, and he’s only too happy 
to share them… with some humorous 
and memorable results.

Those speakers provided a fresh 
approach to the daily grind. For many, 
those seminars were the triggers that’ll 
get them cranked up to start mak-
ing changes to their businesses in the 
months ahead.

For others, it was more about 
pressing the flesh and sharing a meal 
with other, like-minded professionals, 
many of whom have turned their busi-
nesses around and are making it work 
in today’s economy. What better trigger 
than to discover that those shop owners 
you’ve read about in GEARS are just 
regular guys like you?

But whatever it was, there’s little 
doubt that Expo provided the trigger for 
hundreds of shop owners and techni-
cians. They’re back at work now. The 
same old grind? Sure… but they’ve 
returned with a renewed purpose and a 
new plan for the days ahead.

If you didn’t make it this year, 
well, it’s too late now. But we’ll be cov-
ering a lot of the subjects in GEARS in 
the coming months. On the other hand, 
Expo 2013 is only 11 months away: 
Start planning now to attend… your 
trigger is waiting!

Expo: It’s that triggering event that 
helps us break the routine and 
keeps us fresh and on our toes.
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We have the new Torqshift 6 on the bench at ATRA’s tech lab 
to give our industry an early look at what it’s going to take 
to repair this monster. This unit weighs in at a hefty 350 lbs 

(almost 160 kilos) with the torque converter installed. This is slightly 
heavier than the LCT 1000 which weights in at 330 lbs (150 kilos).

Now we can muscle this big dog around and risk injuries, or we can 
take a few minutes and put some tools together that are going to make 
working on this unit easy and, more importantly for us, safe.

We all know we can get in a rush and that’s when bad things happen. 
All it takes is one small slip or twist and you can take yourself right out 
of the game. We aren’t much good if we’re laid up at home on the couch 
with a sore back.

Using an engine hoist to get this thing up on the bench for a tear-
down is the way to go (figure 1). Remember, this is a heavy duty truck 
transmission where the weight factor isn’t much of an issue. It’s all about 
the durability factor here.

Fun With transmissions

Special Tools 
for Ford’s Torqshift 6

by Bill Brayton
members.atra.com

www.atra.com

Figure 1
Figure 2
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Breaking down the Torqshift 6 is 
pretty straightforward: Think 6R60 on 
steroids. The biggest issue is the output 
shaft nut. You need to remove this nut 
to service the low/reverse piston assem-
bly and the rear case seal. The output 
nut tool is identical to the Torqshift nut; 
just bigger. This nut requires the special 
tool and lots of heat (figure 2).

The nut is coated with Loctite from 
the factory, then tightened to 150 lb-ft 

(about 200 Nm). Failure to use heat 
will destroy the new tool. The output 
shaft nut socket is available from Ford, 
part number 307-649, for about $250 
to $300. Although, you can find them 
through the aftermarket for much less. 

Assembly
As mentioned before, the Torqshift 

6 isn’t a difficult unit to work on; it’s 
just big and heavy. A good example 
is the input drum assembly (figure 3). 
This assembly must be installed into the 
transmission as a unit. This is going to 
be very difficult if not near impossible 
with the transmission lying on its side 
on the bench, simply because of the 
weight factor.

Special Tools for Ford’s Torqshift 6

Figure 3

As mentioned 
before, the 

Torqshift 6 isn’t 
a difficult unit 
to work on; it’s 

just big and 
heavy. A good 
example is the 

input drum 
assembly.

Figure 4
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The easier way to assemble this unit is to stand 
it on end. We’re using an old Allison case as a stand. 
Ford has a special lifting fixture, tool #307-651, for 
this operation (figure 4). We can duplicate this tool 
fairly quickly with a piece of square tubing, an eye 
bolt, and two pieces of flat steel (figure 5). 

Once the back of the unit is built up, the input 
drum comes next. As noted, the input assembly is a 
heavy unit and for most of us would be very difficult 
to install down into the case. The lifting fixture takes 
the headache, and the backache, out of the equation 
(figure 6). 

Mechanics have been making their own tools 
since there was machinery to work on. When we 
build our tools from scratch to handle a new job or to 
improve the process of an old job, it’s a very reward-
ing endeavor.

Most of us have many tools that we’ve made 
from scratch over the years and these tools always 
seem to have a story that goes along with them. These 
tools make the job easier, faster, safer, and are some-
times more cost effective than those from the factory. 
All these things come together so we can have more 
fun with transmissions!

Figure 6

As noted, the input 
assembly is a heavy unit 

and for most of us would 
be very difficult to install 
down into the case. The 
lifting fixture takes the 

headache, and the back-
ache, out of the equation.

Figure 5

Special Tools for Ford’s Torqshift 6
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As the years go by we see more 
and more technology added to 
the vehicles we drive. Vehicle 

technology is typically driven by the 
following factors:
•	 EPA emissions regulations
•	 Federal fuel economy standards 

(CAFÉ)
•	 It’s something the customer wants
•	 The competition is doing it, so if a 

company is to be competitive they 
must provide similar technology.

In our industry, EPA regulations 
and CAFÉ standards are the most com-
mon drivers of the changes we continue 
to see in shops. 8-speeds, 9-speeds, 
10-speeds, CVTs, Hybrids, electric 
drives, are all about meeting the stan-
dards put in place by the government. 

This is true in most other vehicle tech-
nology areas, too. 

With that said, let’s take a look at 
an area that I get a lot of questions on: 
diesels. For decades the diesel engine 
escaped government scrutiny, mostly 
because they weren’t popular in the 
passenger car and light truck markets. 
Since the mid-90s that’s changed dra-
matically as many owners choose to 
own a diesel even though they really 
don’t need one. 

With popularity of the diesel engine 
increasing at a rapid rate, everyone has 
jumped on board, with Ford producing 
the Power Stroke, Dodge producing 
the Cummings, and GM building the 
DuraMax. This has lead to more strin-
gent requirements for the diesel engine. 
These requirements are not only being 

applied to the light duty market but they 
are now being applied to the heavy duty 
and the off highway markets as well.

The diesel engine runs on diesel 
fuel, which is typically distilled from 
crude oil. Known as a middle distillate, 
it’s heavier than gasoline but lighter 
than lube-type oils. Most engines are 
designed to operate on ASTM #2-D 
diesel. Diesel fuel contains more calo-
ries of energy per gallon than gasoline, 
but it also typically produces more 
combustion emissions.

Two types of emissions produced 
by a typical diesel engine have come 
under heavy scrutiny by the govern-
ment: soot emissions and oxides of 
nitrogen. To meet the new standards, 
manufacturers are employing new tech-
nologies on today’s vehicles. The new 

You Need To 
Stop Smoking! 
Diesel Particulate Filter 
Systems (DPF)

Steve Garrett
members.atra.com

www.atra.com
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technology has had an impact on many 
shops as malfunctions with these sys-
tems can lead to misdiagnosing prob-
lems as being transmission or engine 
system related.

Two additional systems are typi-
cally used to treat the exhaust for soot 
and oxides of nitrogen pollution:
•	 A Diesel Particulate Filter (treats 

soot or PM-Particulate Mass; fig-
ure 1)

•	 An Exhaust After Treatment 
System (treats NOx)

Most manufacturers use similar 
systems, but just so we can get into 
the details of the system, we’ll discuss 
the system used on the GM DuraMax 
applications. We’ll start by looking at 
the Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF).

Soot (PM) typically falls into the 
following EPA categories: fine (2.5 
microns or less) and ultra fine (0.1 
microns or less). Remember, a micron 
is equal to 40 millionths of an inch, 
so these systems are designed to take 
out virtually all of the soot from the 
exhaust.

To control soot (PM) emissions, 
GM introduced a device in the exhaust 
known as a Diesel Particulate Filter 
(DPF). Starting with the 2007 DuraMax 
engines (RPO LMM) the DPF was 
installed into the exhaust system, just 
behind the catalytic converter.

The main difference between a 
DPF and a catalytic converter is that the 
entrance to every other DPF cell chan-
nel is blocked at the end. So the exhaust 
gases are forced to flow through the 

wall to the element rather than just 
through the DPF. The element is made 
of porous, catalytically coated silicon 
carbide, which allows the exhaust gases 
to pass through while trapping the solid 
matter from the exhaust within the DPF. 
The soot (PM) is collected by the DPF 
until the engine calibration indicates 
that it’s time to burn off the soot (PM). 

The soot (PM) is burned off within 
the DPF leaving ash, carbon dioxide, 
and water as byproducts. The burn off 
process is known as regeneration, and 
it occurs based on a calculation of the 
amount of soot (PM) produced based 
on the customer’s driving habits. 

Three types of regeneration are 
possible:

1. Active Regeneration
2. Passive Regeneration
3. Service Regeneration 

Active Regeneration
Active regeneration is controlled 

by the engine control module. The 
ECM keeps track of the miles driven, 
the amount of fuel used, the hours the 
engine has been in operation, and the 
exhaust system backpressure indicated 
by the exhaust differential pressure 
sensor.

When the ECM decides that the 
soot (PM) needs to be burned off, the 
ECM will command some additional 
fuel injector pulses (2007-2010 RPO 
LMM engines) or it will command a 
hydrocarbon injector (HCI) to inject 
more fuel into the exhaust stream ahead 
of the catalytic converter (2010–current 
RPO LGH or LML engines) to dra-
matically raise the temperature of the 
exhaust (575ºC or above) in the DPF.

To conduct an active regeneration, 
the ECM must first determine that the 
regeneration process is required based 
on the parameters listed above. A pair 
of temperature sensors are located in 
the exhaust to monitor the exhaust tem-
perature. This information is used to 
determine the amount of fuel injected 
into the exhaust during regeneration.

Once the ECM has determined that 
regeneration is required, the vehicle 
must be operated above 30 MPH (50 
kph) for 20-30 minutes for regenera-
tion to become active. If the customer 
doesn’t operate the vehicle within the 
parameters needed to activate regen-
eration, the ECM will display the mes-
sage Clean Exhaust Filter in the driver 
information center, or a lamp with the 
message will light on the instrument 
panel (figure 2).

Figure 1 Figure 2

You Need To Stop Smoking! Diesel Particulate Filter Systems (DPF)

The main difference 
between a DPF and 
a catalytic converter 
is that the entrance 

to every other 
DPF cell channel is 

blocked at the end.
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If the driver ignores the message, 
the ECM will turn the MIL on and 
force the vehicle into Reduced Power 
Mode. If the ECM forces the engine 
into reduced power mode the customer 
will need to bring the vehicle to the 
repair shop to have regeneration forced 
using a scan tool to activate the mode 
and turn off the MIL.

Note: Due to the additional fuel 
being used for regeneration, the driver 
information center will show a reduc-
tion in the instant fuel economy reading 
while active regeneration occurs.

Passive Regeneration
Sometimes, based on how the vehi-

cle is being operated, the DPF may start 
to regenerate on its own. This process 
is known as passive regeneration and 
is common when exhaust temperature 
is elevated (above 300ºC) such as when 
driving over a hill. The ECM isn’t 
controlling this type regeneration; it’s 
simply a result of how the vehicle is 
being driven.

Service Regeneration
If the customer fails to operate the 

vehicle in the manner necessary to trig-
ger active regeneration and continues 
to operate the vehicle until the MIL is 
lit, the vehicle will be commanded into 
Reduced Power Mode. Or a malfunc-
tion may force the vehicle into Reduced 
Power Mode. In either case, regenera-
tion can’t occur normally, so the vehicle 
will need to be brought in for service.

In that case the technician will 
use a scan tool to trigger regeneration. 
Service regeneration will take about 35 
minutes to complete. Some precautions 
must be followed if you’re going to 
conduct service regeneration, includ-
ing:
•	 If the lack of regeneration was 

caused by a system or component 
problem (DTC) repair the prob-
lem prior to attempting regenera-
tion.

•	 Move the vehicle onto a concrete 
pad; don’t place the vehicle on 
an asphalt surface or the extreme 
exhaust temperatures may dam-
age the surface. The vehicle must 
be outdoors during this procedure.

•	 Make sure all combustible prod-
ucts are clear of the vehicle.

•	 Connect your scan tool.
•	 Start the engine.
•	 Clear all DTCs.
•	 Battery voltage must be greater 

than 10 volts.
•	 Engine speed must be between 

600 and 1250 RPM.
•	 Brake pedal released. 
•	 Accelerator pedal released.
•	 Transmission in park or neutral.
•	 Engine coolant temperature 

(ECT) between 70ºC (160ºF) and 
115ºC (240ºF).

•	 Vehicle’s fuel level must be 
between 15 to 85 percent. 

•	 Exhaust gas temperature (EGT 
sensors 1 and 2) must be less than 
400ºC (750ºF).

•	 Select “DPF Regeneration” from 
the scan tool menu.

•	 Turn DPF Regeneration on.
Once the regeneration process is 

complete, remove the scan tool.
When dealing with a vehicle 

equipped with a DPF, you’ll need to 
keep a couple of other things in mind.

Engine Oil
Any application using a DPF must 

use an LE-rated engine oil. The LE 
(Low Emissions) oil was specifically 
designed for DPF-equipped applica-
tions. The correct oil can be identified 
by looking for the LE stamping or by 
a CJ-4 API stamping on the container. 
The CJ-4 oils have much less ash 
content (1.0%) as compared to conven-
tional oils (1.5%). If you use high ash 
oils in your 2007-or-later diesel, you 
can restrict or damage the DPF.

Ultra Low Sulfur Fuel
As with the oil, the DPF-equipped 

diesel applications require ultra low 
sulfur diesel for operation. Ultra low 
sulfur diesel contains 15 ppm (parts 
per million) or less sulfur. Never use 
low sulfur or off-road diesel in these 
applications or you could damage the 
catalytic converter and DPF. 

Diagnosis
As with other systems on today’s 

vehicles, the DPF adds another area 
we must check before condemning the 
transmission or engine. Like any other 
exhaust component, the DPF can cause 
one to misdiagnose other components. 
Scan tool parameters are available to 
help you isolate a DPF-related problem. 
As with other systems, it’s important 
for you to become familiar with this 
system. So the next time a truck is in 
your shop that’s equipped with a DPF, 
hook up the scan tool and take it for a 
drive. 

As you can see, the system isn’t 
that complicated. Next time we’ll take a 
look at the diesel exhaust fluid injection 
system. Until then, remember: “The 
only limits are, as always, those of 
vision.” 

If the customer 
fails to operate 

the vehicle in the 
manner necessary 

to trigger active 
regeneration 

and continues to 
operate the vehicle 
until the MIL is lit, 
the vehicle will be 
commanded into 
Reduced Power 

Mode.
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Field Testing Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Motors/Generators

In part one of this article, we 
outlined the background of how 
technology evolves and how it 

applies to electric propulsion systems. 
Additionally, there were examples with-
in the article that provided a framework 
to help explain technology cycles and 
how the automotive service industry 
has historically processed technology 
change, and how diagnostic processes 
and methods change with technology 
maturity, experience, and education.

We also included preliminary 
information on five technologies cur-
rently used for analyzing and diagnos-
ing motor-generator units (MGU) in the 
automotive and industrial field service 
environments. The five technologies 
were based on a two-year study by 
General Motors, completed February 
2012. In this study GM and a qualified 
electric motor testing company studied 
the five technologies and determined 
the effectiveness, repeatability, etc. of 
each technology to compare, verify, and 
validate the data acquired in the GM 
internal study.

When GM commissioned the exter-
nal resource for testing, the require-
ments were to provide a detailed report 
based on the data, outline the capabili-
ties of each technology, and rank their 
overall performance to identify electric 
machine failures correctly. This article 

provides a summary of this evaluation. 
The motor tester evaluation report 

contains information on test instru-
ments from many different manufactur-
ers. The purpose of the evaluation was 
to use the five different testers and the 
associated methods in which this equip-
ment was used on permanent magnet 
and induction electric machines with 
varying failure modes (with the rotors 
installed).

The rotors remained in the MGUs 
to determine which technology pro-
vided the optimum diagnostic accuracy 
and processes for an automotive diag-
nostic application. The reason for main-
taining the rotor in the MGUs is that, in 
the automotive field, technicians will 
be faced with testing assembled MGUs 
in the vehicle. The MGU can reside 
within the transmissions or transaxles, 
between the engine and transmission, 
or in the engine compartment. 

Some of the test tools and associ-
ated methods in this study are cur-
rently being taught in the automotive 
aftermarket with very positive results; 
others less so. For the purposes of clar-
ity and objectivity, the low aggregate 
scores listed for some of the equipment 
used in this evaluation shouldn’t reflect 
on the equipment manufacturer or the 
quality of the test tool. 

The low score should be attributed 

to the improper application of a particu-
lar instrument, the requirements of an 
automotive product and environment, 
or a lack of test method understanding, 
not the testing fidelity or quality of the 
tool.

Unfortunately, there are many 
instructors and training companies that 
are uninformed on the topic of MGU 
engineering principles and test process-
es, and this has led to a large number 
of automotive technicians being misin-
formed on how to test MGUs properly.

Many of the MGU power ratings 
in this study were purposely chosen to 
assess the limits of each test tool cat-
egory. MGUs with ratings from 0.6kW 
to 70kW (kilowatt) were used as part 
of the study to test these limits. In 
an automotive environment, 3-phase 
electric machines can be used in many 
applications, such as a small 3-phase 
electric machine of <1.5kW for an air 
conditioning compressor or transmis-
sion auxiliary pump to >100kW for 
drive motors. So, in this evaluation, a 
broad spectrum of MGUs with varying 
conditions were used to cover a wide 
range of kW machines. 

Format of the Evaluation 
Study

The purpose of providing this 
MGU tester evaluation to the automo-

Field Testing Hybrid 
and Electric Vehicle 
Motors/Generators:  
A GM Study that Finally Separates Fact 
from Fiction - Part Two

by Dr. Mark Quarto
Technical Consultant – Automotive 

Research & Design, LLC
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tive field is to supply an automotive 
education program, HEV repair busi-
ness, or HEV rebuilder or remanufac-
turer a simple method to review the 
tester technologies and methods used to 
test MGUs in the field.

This will be accomplished by pre-
senting the information in a simple 
chart for ease of reporting the capabili-
ties and ratings of each technology. The 
summary will provide you with further 
detail about the testers and comments 
from testing professionals. 

What’s in the Evaluation 
Report Summary?

The Evaluation Report Summary 
is a simple, chart-based interactive tool 
for you to review and compare each 
technology and process. The first chart 
is the Electrical Test Properties of 
Stator Windings and Rotor. This chart 
lists the electrical properties that can 
be accurately tested, with repeatability, 
by each of the five categories, and the 
MGU technologies that can be tested 
by each category. 

The second chart is Ability to 
Detect Electric Machine Failure Mode. 
This chart lists the tests for each of 
the five categories relative to accuracy 
and repeatability when testing MGU 
failures. This matrix also provides an 
Overall Test Instrument Rating based 
on a 1–10 scale (10 rating is high/excel-
lent; 1 rating is low/poor). 

The last chart lists General 
Comments and Findings about the 
evaluation testing. This chart lists the 
experience level necessary to use a 
specified test tool, the overall time 
required to test an MGU using the tool, 
accuracy of the tool to detect faults, and 
the number of false positives (e.g., if 
the tool indicated that a good MGU was 
bad, or a bad MGU as good).

This chart also provides a rating 
for the overall suitability of the tester to 
diagnose HEV MGUs. And it includes 
an Overall Test Suitability Rating based 

on a 1–10 scale (10 rating is high/
excellent; 1 rating is low/poor). The 
suitability rating will rate how suitable 
the tool is for its application to hybrid 
and electric vehicle MGU diagnostics. 

Finally we have the Summary 
Section that provides comments from 
two separate, qualified engineering 
staffs familiar with each of the tools 
that have evaluated the five testing 
technologies outlined. This will enable 
you to conclude and evaluate each 
technology by reading comments from 
MGU testing professionals and know 
which companies are promoting or 
training each of the technology areas.

Evaluation Summary #1
Equipment Manufacturer or 

Company Promoting the Process/
Procedure

U.S. Northeast Hybrid Electric 
Vehicle Training Company
Test Equipment Model or Models 
Used in Testing
194 or 1157 Light Bulb
Pros — Comments from AR&D
Inexpensive; easy to connect
Cons — Comments from AR&D
Tests only for open circuits. 

Provides no additional diagnostic value 
for testing other stator or rotor faults 
(has minimal diagnostic value) and 
isn’t recommended for use in the field.

Pros — Comments from 
Independent Motor Testing Company 
contracted by GM for this study

None
Cons — Comments from 

Independent Motor Testing Company 
contracted by GM for this study

“We were asked to consider the 
use of a light bulb to evaluate the 
condition of the motors. While this 
worked only on permanent magnet 
rotor motors, there was absolutely no 
method of determining the condition of 
the winding other than if it was open. 
Statistics aren’t presently available on 

We were asked to consider the use of a light bulb 
to evaluate the condition of the motors. While this 
worked only on permanent magnet rotor motors, 

there was absolutely no method of determining the 
condition of the winding other than if it was open.

TESTED
TRUSTED

TRUE

If only IT wErE
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the types of faults observed on hybrid 
vehicle machines, but the author’s 
experience has shown that the majority 
of these issues are grounds and shorts 
between coils and phases. This follows 
a similar pattern to industrial electric 
motors.”

Overall Comments
Testing with light bulb isn’t 

practical and is severely limited for 
providing any diagnostic value 
for electric machines. So it isn’t 
recommended for testing electric 
machines. 

Overall Testing Results and 
Score Ranking (from Motor Testing 
Company) 10=Best and 1 = Worst 

Score = 1

Evaluation Summary #2
Equipment Manufacturer or 

Company Promoting the Process/
Procedure

U.S. West Coast (Los Angeles) 
Hybrid Electric Vehicle Training 
Company
Test Equipment Model or Models 
Used in Testing
•	 Insulation Resistance — Fluke 

1507 or 1587
•	 Milliohmmeter — Hioki 3450 

and AEMC Model 5600
•	 Impedance Meter (Agilent 

1733C Meter)
Pros — Comments from AR&D
•	 Insulation Resistance — Fluke 

1507 or 1587: Complies with 
IEEE Standard 43-2000 Testing 
(industry standard for testing 
electric machine insulation

•	 Milliohmmeter — Hioki 3450 and 
AEMC Model 5600: Complies 
with IEEE Standard 1415-2006 
Testing (industry standard for 
testing and analysis of electric 
machines)

•	 Impedance Meter (Agilent 1733C 
Meter)

1. Can be used to test induction 
electric machine stators with rotor 
installed, but can’t test the rotor 
for faults when electric machine 
is assembled. 

2. When used as a general test 
instrument for electrical circuits 
or components and electronic 
components (applications other 
than electric machine testing) it 
can perform very well. 

3. Agilent 1733C cost is <$500 and 
is a handheld device.

Cons — Comments from AR&D
First, there were two meetings 

with Agilent Engineering and AR&D 
to discuss applying the 1733C meter 
for use in testing electric machines sta-
tors and rotors. The meetings resulted 
in their recommendation that Agilent 
Impedance (LCR) meter shouldn’t be 
used for electric machine testing or 
diagnostics, or for determining per-
manent magnet electric machine rotor 
position, capacitance, dissipation fac-
tor, or impedance when the rotor is 
installed in electric machine.

Agilent didn’t feel that the design 
of any of their handheld impedance 
(LCR) meters would provide accurate 
or repeatable electric machine testing. 
After the engineering meetings, the fol-
lowing rationale was compiled to docu-
ment technical review results:

1. Impedance meter refresh rate is 
too slow for determining perma-
nent magnet rotor position prop-
erly. If rotor position can’t be 
determined accurately, it results 
in non-repeatable impedance test-
ing and testing inaccuracies. 

2. Impedance meter won’t automati-
cally adjust frequency ranges to 
test inductors (windings).

3. Handheld impedance meter test-
ing isn’t software controlled and 
data isn’t analyzed with software 
(user must determine conditions 
without the use of OEM specifi-
cations). 

4. It won’t perform tan-delta testing 
(dissipation factor) or capacitance 
to determine if electric machine 
insulation is contaminated (an 
extremely important test to deter-
mine electric machine state of 
health). 

5. Can’t determine induction 
machine rotor position. 

6. Ohm function won’t provide 
accurate resistance measure-
ments <2 ohms, so it won’t pro-
vide accurate impedance data for 
motor winding testing.

Pros — Comments from 
Independent Motor Testing Company 
contracted by GM for this study

None
Cons — Comments from 

Independent Motor Testing Company 

TESTED
TrUSTED

TRUE

If only IT wErE
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contracted by GM for this study
“Agilent 1730 series impedance 

(LCR) meter was rated overall 5th of all 
instruments tested, the primary reasons 
being that the readings weren’t par-
ticularly repeatable. It was extremely 
difficult to align the rotor and stator 
to obtain a reasonable reading and the 
resistance test would realign the rotor 
out of the proper position. 

The pass/fail tolerances are 
unknown and undefined, and the instru-
ment failed good machines and passed 
bad if we allowed a reasonable toler-
ance between phases. It also missed all 
three X20R (hybrid permanent magnet 
motor) stator conditions.” 

Overall Comments
Based on the comments from 

Agilent Engineering and the 2nd party 
testing company, using the impedance 
meter is the improper application of 
test instrument technology for assem-
bled electric machines. It’s an infe-
rior method for testing or diagnosing 
automotive electric machines and isn’t 
recommended.

Overall Testing Results and 
Score Ranking (from Motor Testing 
Company) 10=Best and 1 = Worst 

Score = 1

Evaluation Summary #3
Equipment Manufacturer or 

Company Promoting the Process/
Procedure

ALL TEST Pro
Test Equipment Model or Models 
Used in Testing
ATIV — 2000
Pros — Comments from AR&D
Excellent for determining stator 

state-of-health measurements. Uses 
software analysis to determine electric 
machine condition.

Cons — Comments from AR&D
Won’t test the stator of an 

assembled, permanent magnet (rotor 
installed) electric machine, but can test 
an assembled induction machine.

Pros — Comments from 
Independent Motor Testing Company 
contracted by GM for this study

“The third (ranked) instrument was 
the ALL-TEST PRO® IV 2000 as it 
performed well…”

Cons — Comments from 
Independent Motor Testing Company 
contracted by GM for this study

“…but didn’t correctly identify 
the good X20R (permanent magnet) 
electric machine. It did detect all other 
faults in the 24 motors of the sample 
group it tested.”

Overall Testing Results and 
Score Ranking (from Motor Testing 
Company) 10=Best and 1 = Worst 

Score = 5
Overall Comments
This is an excellent instrument 

for analyzing and diagnosing industrial 

type electric machines. It isn’t suited 
for automotive diagnostics because of 
the requirement to diagnose an assem-
bled transmission (in vehicle or on the 
bench) with permanent magnet rotors 
installed. It can, however, determine 
all faults of an induction machine with 
the rotor installed or a permanent mag-
net machine with the rotor removed. 
It can’t determine the condition of an 
electric machine rotor.

Evaluation Summary #4
Equipment Manufacturer or 

Company Promoting the Process/
Procedure

ALL TEST Pro
Test Equipment Model or Models 
Used in Testing
AT33EV
Pros — Comments from AR&D
Most versatile tester in the study  

and provides the best overall 
performance for electric machine 
testing. Performs the largest battery of 
tests on an electric machine. Software 
controls all electric machine testing 
and all but two tests are completely 
automatic. It can provide complete 
stator and rotor state-of-health test 
data using only static testing (without 
rotating the electric machine) using 
Test Value Static (TVS) specs, or by 
using the dynamic test (slowly rotating 
the electric machine shaft).

All testing is performed with the 
high voltage system disabled, which 
provides an essential safety measure 
for the technician. This unit provides 
the most complete testing process and 
(based on 3rd party testing) is the 
easiest tester for a technician to use in 
the field to provide complete electric 
machine analysis.

All testing is 
performed with 
the high voltage 
system disabled, 

which provides an 
essential safety 
measure for the 

technician.
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Cons — Comments from AR&D
The AT33EV has high sensitivity 

when testing. Care must be taken to 
ensure that there is no vibration or 
movement of the electric machine 
when performing measurements on a 
transmission or electric machine that’s 
out of the vehicle. Transmission or 
electric machine must be on solid 
surface or in a vehicle to mitigate 
vibrations. However, this issue is easily 
managed and overcome if the user is 
aware of this operational characteristic.

Pros — Comments from 
Independent Motor Testing Company 
contracted by GM for this study

“Of all of the instruments, the 
ALL-TEST 33EV appeared to provide 
the most answers.”

Cons — Comments from 
Independent Motor Testing Company 
contracted by GM for this study

“Of the three units (tester units) 
evaluated in this and another study 
(GM study) on the tester’s capability, 
one had a set of bad test leads and the 
other had the communication capability 
stop working unexpectedly. Of the 
motors tested, only 26 sets of data were 
retrievable. This also begs whether or 
not the data was correctly saved or the 
data was lost in the effort to rescue it.”

Overall Comments
This is the only unit that can pro-

vide reliable and accurate static and 
dynamic test results, store test data, and 
provide a final test report. It provides 
more overall state-of-health informa-
tion on electric machine electrical prop-
erties when compared to the other units 
or processes tested. It’s an excellent 
tester for automotive or motor-gener-
ator field technicians. This unit is the 
recommended electric machine tester 
for the automotive field because of its 
ease of use, low false positive testing, 
and powerful data reporting tools.

Overall Testing Results and 
Score Ranking (from Motor Testing 
Company) 10=Best and 1 = Worst 

Score = 8

Evaluation Summary #5
Equipment Manufacturer or 

Company Promoting the Process/
Procedure

SKF Baker
Test Equipment Model or Models 
Used in Testing

Advanced Winding Analyzer 
(AWA) IV — 2kV
Pros — Comments from AR&D
Uses high voltage for testing. 

Software controlled testing provides 
excellent results. Viewed as one of the 
leading industry standard stator test 
instruments.

Cons — Comments from AR&D
•	 Won’t perform electric machine 

testing with the rotor installed.
•	 Very high cost for field electric 

machine testing equipment. 
Pros — Comments from an inde-

pendent motor testing company con-
tracted by GM for this study

“…the second (ranked) instrument 
that performed well was the SKF-Baker 
AWA-IV 2kV unit.”

Cons — Comments from 
Independent Motor Testing Company 
contracted by GM for this study

“This ran second because it was 
unable to detect rotor issues and the 
L-L EAR would trip on many of the 
permanent magnet rotor motors and 
one induction motor. It was considered 
second as it performed well with the 
X20R permanent magnet motor sta-
tors.”

Overall Comments
SKF-Baker equipment is used 

widely for testing electric machine 
stators (with rotor removed from the 
electric machine), and it provides 
excellent analysis when performing 
stator tests. But in the automotive 
service industry, electric machine 
diagnostics must be performed with the 
rotor installed in the electric machine. 
So the SKF-Baker equipment wouldn’t 
be appropriate for automotive service 
diagnostic applications, and its purchase 
price is cost prohibitive.

Overall Testing Results and 
Score Ranking (from Motor Testing 
Company) 10=Best and 1 = Worst 

Score = 8

And the Winner Is?
To ensure that all bias and sub-

jectivity was removed from the evalu-
ation of the five technologies, we’re 
providing only direct quotes from the 
independent testing supplier, relative to 
concluding comments about the overall 
best performer of the evaluation:

“Through a review of the technolo-
gies, it would be recommended that the 

ALL-TEST PRO® AT33EV be consid-
ered a primary test instrument due to its 
ability to detect faults in both the stator 
and rotor. The alternate would be the 
SKF-Baker AWA as it performed better 
in turn fault detection, but was unable 
to detect rotor faults. The ALL-TEST 
PRO® IV 2000 is the last option due 
to it not properly detecting the good 
X20R stators, although it performed the 
best in stator fault detection in all other 
permanent magnet rotor and induction 
motor stators.”

The intention of this article and its 
data was to provide feedback to edu-
cators, technicians, and shop owners 
when evaluating and testing different 
MGU testing technologies, test equip-
ment, and information for use in the 
automotive field.

Final Comments 
Now that you’ve completed 

reviewing this article and acquired 
actual performance metrics from a 
study with a qualified testing supplier, 
you should find it much easier to deter-
mine which technologies and training 
suppliers can provide quality testers, 
processes, and training for testing and 
diagnosing MGUs.

It’s always wiser to make an 
informed decision when acquiring 
information from qualified resources 
rather than sources that provide only 
opinions (non-validated sources) that 
lack technical discipline, which would 
result in arriving at an uninformed 
(costly) decision.

Most training companies in the 
aftermarket provide only opinions and 
don’t base the testing methods or pro-
cesses they endorse on sound technical 
or testing foundations. We sincerely 
hope that you find the information con-
tained in this article meaningful when 
you consider purchasing an MGU tester 
for your HEV diagnostic and service 
business. Now that you’re informed, 
it’s time for you to expand into the 
hybrid transmission diagnostic and 
repair business. 

Editor’s note: GEARS does not endorse 
or recommend products or services but 
provides this article for informational 
purposes to our readers.
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Our story begins with a call to 
the ATRA Technical HotLine 
from Joe (figure 1) at Red D 

Transmissions in Carmichael, CA. 
Joe was working on a 1999 Subaru 

Impreza (figure 2, page 30) that wasn’t 
shifting into 4th gear. There were no codes 
present in the TCM or ECM. He then moni-
tored the commands to the transmission 
and verified that the computer wasn’t com-
manding a 3–4 shift.

Joe said he’d checked the inputs to 
the TCM, and the only thing he could find 
wrong was an erratic transmission fluid 
temperature (TFT) sensor signal. He knew 
that an erratic signal could interfere with a 
3-4 shift command, so he began to look for 
the source of the problem.

Keep Those Trannys rolling

by Pete Huscher
members.atra.com

www.atra.com

Figure 1: Joe Donnel at Red D Transmissions

Wired UP…My 
Subaru Won’t 
Shift 3–4
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Erratic TFT Signal
Joe monitored the TFT circuit by 

backprobing the circuit at the TCM and 
the signal was erratic. Then he checked 
the transmission temperature with a 
laser temperature gun and verified that 
the temperature was normal and steady.

While inspecting the TFT circuit, 
Joe found a loose connection at the 
transmission connector. He resized the 
terminal end at the transmission con-
nector and then rechecked the TFT 
signal. The signal was now steady.

With the TFT signal steady, Joe 
went for a road test to recheck transmis-
sion operation. During the test drive it 
still didn’t make the 3–4 shift.

After verifying that the TCM 
wasn’t commanding the 3–4 shift, Joe 
took the car back to the shop to check 
the inputs, powers, and grounds at the 
TCM. 

Checking TCM Inputs,  
Powers, and Grounds

According to Joe, all the inputs 
looked good, the TCM power inputs 
had system voltage (12.5 VDC) and 
the grounds had less than a 0.2 VDC, 
indicating that the TCM powers and 
grounds were in good shape.

Since the inputs, powers, and 
grounds were okay, Joe suspected that 
he may be dealing with a bad TCM. 
We repeated the checks together and all 
indications were a faulty TCM.Figure 3: Repaired ECM ground circuit at intake manifold

Figure 2: 1999 Subaru Impreza

Wired UP…My Subaru Won’t Shift 3–4
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But that’s a problem: Subaru’s gen-
erally don’t see a lot of faulty TCMs. 
Not that they never do; it’s just a rare 
occurrence. So before he spent a lot of 
money on a hunch — even an educated 
hunch — I recommended that he check 
the engine performance and rule out 
any problems there.

Checking Engine 
Performance

Joe started by rechecking the ECM 
for codes. There weren’t any. Then he 
monitored the inputs to the ECM, pay-
ing close attention to the load signals, 
vehicle speed signal, and engine cool-
ant temperature signal. According to 
Joe, all the inputs were within specifi-
cations; there was nothing out of range.

Once again he suspected a faulty 
TCM. This time I asked him to check 
the powers and grounds to the ECM. 
Within about an hour, Joe called back: 
The powers to the ECM were within 
specifications at 12.5 VDC, but he 
found a problem with the ground circuit: 
It had 2.56 VDC; far too much voltage 
in the ground. It indicated excessive 
resistance in the ground circuit.

Repairing the ECM  
Ground Circuit

I recommended that Joe check and 
repair the ground circuit before going 
any further. After unwrapping the wir-
ing harness to gain access to the ground 
circuits, he discovered the ground har-
ness terminals at the intake manifold 
were corroded.

He replaced the ground harness 
terminals, cleaned the intake manifold 
grounding surface, and reconnected the 
ground harness to the intake mani-
fold (figure 3). Then he rechecked the 
ground circuits; they were now within 
specification at 0.2 VDC. With the 
ECM ground circuits repaired, it was 
time to recheck the transmission opera-
tion.

Rechecking Trans 
Operation

Before beginning his test drive, 
Joe accessed both the TCM and ECM 
to verify there were no codes present in 
either system. There weren’t. Then he 
headed out for his test drive. 

Success! As Joe accelerated, the 
transmission shifted from 1st to 2nd, 
2nd to 3rd, and then finally to 4th gear. 
The transmission was working and 
everything seemed to be okay. After 
several test drives, the transmission 
seemed be working properly, so Joe 
delivered the vehicle to the customer.

A Simple Ground Issue
Today’s computer systems use the 

power and ground levels to set baseline 
comparisons to monitor sensor inputs. 
The computers have no other way to 
judge the power and ground levels 
themselves, so a small amount of resis-
tance in one of those circuits won’t set 
a code. Apparently the resistance in the 
ECM ground circuits wasn’t enough to 
trigger a code.

Well there you have it: No 3-4 
shift caused by a faulty ECM ground 
circuit. Sometimes it’s as simple as a 
ground circuit issue. With a quick look 
at the inputs, powers, and grounds, you, 
too, will be able to keep those trannys 
rolling.

With the ECM 
ground circuits 
repaired, it was 
time to recheck 
the transmission 

operation.

Order Online 24/7 at www.slauson.com 
Phone Hours: 7:00 am to 5:00 pm/ PST 
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(more on the way, call for availability)
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TL 99-08, 4 and 5 speed
CL 3.0 96-98, 4 speed 
CL 3.2 00-03, 5 speed
Pilot 03-06, 5 speed 

Try the new “Slausonator” Honda case – It WON’T be back!

All bearing holes fitted with thick sleeves, 
made from 6061-T6 Aluminum 

(stronger than original case aluminum)… and 
precision machined to match OE Honda 

bearing specifications

Screws 
hold sleeves 

firmly in place
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Finally a permanent fix for Honda bearing wobble and gear noise!
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Not too many years ago, before 
computers found their way 
into cars, the transmission 

technician’s main diagnostic tool was 
the pressure gauge (figure 1). A pres-
sure gauge allowed you to learn a lot 
about what was going on inside the 
transmission. 

For example, if the gauge was 
fluctuating, it might indicate a crack in 
the filter (figure 2) or an air leak on the 
suction side of the pump.

This caused pressures to fluctu-
ate because air compresses and fluid 
doesn’t. So air entering the pump com-
presses and the pressure drops. Then 
the pump gets a gulp of fluid and the 
pressure rises. When this happens rap-
idly the gauge fluctuates.    

The pressure gauge would also 
reveal high or low pressures and wheth-
er there’s adequate line rise. 

When should you use a pressure 
gauge? When you have a delayed 
engagement, or when you feel a slip or 
flare on the shift or takeoff.

That Was Then; 
This Is Now

Today the technician’s most valu-
able diagnostic tool is the scan tool (fig-
ure 3, see next page). Without a scan 
tool, you’re pretty much in the dark 
when diagnosing a transmission; you’re 
left to just throw parts at the problem, 
when in fact, you might not be dealing 
with a transmission problem at all!

There are many non-transmission 
related problems that will affect how 

Street Smart

Having the 
right tool

by Mike Brown
members.atra.com

www.atra.com

Figure 2: A cracked filter can cause fluctuating pressure.

Figure 1: Back then, this was the main diagnostic tool.
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a transmission works. That’s because 
today’s automatic transmissions depend 
on computers to control shift timing 
and quality. 

And it’s why it’s so important 
to check for codes in each computer 
system. Even engine-related codes can 
cause transmission-like symptoms.

In an effort to maximize perfor-
mance and economy and reduce emis-
sions, the engineers who design today’s 
vehicles program the computers to 
adjust for every possible driving condi-
tion you’re likely to see.

Inputs, such as the throttle position 
sensor (TPS) and vehicle speed sensor 
(VSS) will have an obvious effect on 
the transmission. 

But things have changed: As man-
ufacturers look for better performance 
and economy, they’ve made the com-
puters more sensitive to many other 
devices and operating conditions.

When everything’s working right, 
today’s cars run terrific. But when 
something goes out of specs, you need 
to be able to explain why that problem 
will affect transmission operation.

Let’s look at two engine-related 
issues that will affect the transmission 
and why.

Problem #1: 
P0320-P0335 Knock 
Sensor Code

One of the reasons newer vehi-
cles have been able to increase engine 
horsepower is the knock sensor. Its pur-
pose is to allow the computer to detect 
knock vibrations within the combustion 
chambers.

As long as the combustion is nor-
mal, the computer will advance ignition 
timing. This lets the engine create more 
horsepower.

Having the Right Tool

Figure 4: Scan data shows only cylinder #3 was misfiring.

Figure 3: Types of tools you must have today.

Engine misfire is 
one of the more 
common condi-

tions you’re likely 
to see when diag-
nosing transmis-

sion operating 
problems on 

today’s vehicles.
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But if the sensor detects a ping or 
knock, the computer retards the ignition 
timing to prevent damaging the engine. 
If the ping or knock were allowed to 
continue, the engine could be damaged 
or destroyed.

When a knock sensor code sets, 
the computer goes into a default mode 
for engine timing to protect the engine. 
Since a faulty knock sensor affects 
engine power, fuel economy, and emis-
sions, the computer will light the mal-
function indicator light (MIL).

But why is this important to the 
transmission?

Since the ignition timing is retard-
ed, the computer also changes the trans-
mission operating strategy to prevent 
lugging the engine. This may include 
not shifting the transmission into over-
drive or preventing the converter from 
locking up. And to protect the transmis-
sion even further, the computer also 
commands higher line pressure, caus-
ing firmer shifts. And those conditions 
are more likely to grab the customer’s 
attention than the timing being a little 
retarded.

So, if the transmission isn’t shift-
ing into overdrive, the converter clutch 
won’t apply, or even if the transmission 
shifts are too harsh and there are no 
codes, don’t just pull the transmission 
to look for a problem. Take the time 
to check the other control modules for 
codes.

Problem #2: P0300 
Random or Multiple 
Misfires 

If a vehicle has an obvious misfire, 
the driver will probably take his car to 
a general repair shop. But suppose the 
MIL is on and the engine seems to be 
running just fine. What keeps the driver 
from ignoring MIL and just continue 
driving?

Depending on the manufacturer, 
some computers will prevent certain 
features on the vehicle from working. 
These might include overdrive, kick-
down, cruise control, or the MIL will 
flash.

If the vehicle sets a P0300 (random 
or multiple misfire code; figure 4), 
clear the code and test drive the vehicle. 

If everything begins working nor-
mally, ask the customer when the MIL 
lit and about his driving habits. A com-
mon response may sound something 
like this:

“I usually just drive short trips 
around town, but this time I was on a 
longer trip and I was driving up a hill 
when the MIL came on.”

A misfire can have many possible 
causes: fuel delivery, spark or ignition, 
or mechanical engine failure, to name a 
few. Those short trips can cause carbon 
to build up in the combustion chamber. 
Then, during a longer trip, the engine 
gets good and hot. That, coupled with 
the additional load as he drove up a hill, 
can cause the engine to misfire.

Since this just showed up during a 
longer, harder drive — different from 
the customer’s normal driving condi-
tions — suspect deposits on the fuel 
injectors or intake valves. This would 
be a good time to suggest a fuel system 
service to clean up those deposits and 
get the system flowing properly again.

Engine misfire is one of the more 
common conditions you’re likely to see 
when diagnosing transmission oper-
ating problems on today’s vehicles. 
Sending misfire problems down the 
road can mean denying your shop a 
quick, easy job, and the satisfaction of 
handing the keys to a smiling customer.

Remember, not every customer is 
going to need a transmission every time 
they pull into your shop. That’s okay: 
today’s transmission shops have to fix 
more than just transmissions; they have 
to fix the car, whatever that means.

And once you take care of what 
the customer thought was a transmis-
sion problem, you can be sure he’ll 
remember you the next time his car 
isn’t running right. Chances are he’ll 
tell a friend or two, and that type of 
word-of-mouth advertising is priceless.  

That’s not just smart… that’s street 
smart!
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When you speak at a seminar 
in the same city year after 
year, you become familiar 

with certain techs in those cities. They 
may even become your friends. There 
are always techs that hang out at the 
end of the seminar just to chat about 
transmissions.

The day doesn’t end at 5 o’clock 
for these guys. They’ll go home or stay 
at the shop and research transmissions 
they aren’t familiar with. It may be a 
transmission that just arrived, or one 
that’s going to show up the next day 
that they haven’t worked on before.

It’s the little extras that you do in 
life that place you ahead of the crowd. 

The many sacrifices that you’re willing 
to make to become a better tech. This is 
why I’ve always said that the transmis-
sion business can consume your life. 

In Atlanta, I met such a tech; 
his name is Jason Scott (figure 1). 
Jason works for Robert Sobotka at Mr. 
Transmission in Roswell, Georgia (fig-
ures 2 and 3). 

Jason is what a shop owner would 
refer to as a tool of the trade. Any shop 
with this type of tech will find working 
in the transmission business much 
easier. In today’s high tech market, it 
takes more than just a nine-to-five day 
to keep up. It’s the willingness of your 
crew to give what it takes.

I hardly ever get a tech call from 
Jason. When I do, I know it’s going to 
be one of those calls about something 
that neither of us has run into before. I 
usually learn something new from each 
of these calls.

Jason is a rebuilding machine; 
he does more work than two less 
experienced rebuilders, and he does 
it well. He does his job with the ease 
and finesse of an old school mechanic. 
Jason is the kind of rebuilder that can’t 
sleep at night knowing something isn’t 
working right and not knowing yet how 
to fix it.

The Word on The STreeT

Tools 
    of the Trade

Figure 1: Jason Scott Figure 2: Robert Sobotka

by Mike Souza
members.atra.com

www.atra.com
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Not only does Jason attend every seminar in the Atlanta 
area, he also presents his own seminars locally. If you call his 
cell phone and he doesn’t answer, his message says, “if you 
have a technical question, leave your name and number and 
I’ll get back to you as soon as possible.” 

Another tech in the shop is Angel Reyna (figure 4) who is 
also a great asset. His job consists of everything from install-
ing, rebuilding, or diagnosing anything that comes into the 
shop.

The other two techs are Alan Simpson (figure 5) and 
Keon Donnelly (figure 6). Alan handles any and all vehicle 

Figure 4: Angel Reyna

Figure 6: Keon Donnelly

Figure 5: Alan Simpson

Figure 7: Manager, Davey Adams

Figure 3: Mr. Transmission in Roswell, Georgia
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electrical diagnostics, computer reprogramming, and minor 
repairs. Keon is a longtime installer who works like a 
machine. He never stops from the time he arrives in the morn-
ing until he leaves at the end of the day. All the employees 
here are exceptional at what they do. 

Then there’s the manager, Davey Adams (figure 7). He’s 
only been with Robert for about three months, but Davey 
has been in the automotive industry most of his life. Robert 
really likes the way Davey gets along with the customers and 
handles the office. It’s nice to see how well a manager like 
Davey blends with the technicians in the shop in such a short 
time. It’s as if he’s been there from the beginning. It makes 
the entire operation flow as one unit. 

Then there’s the real boss: Robert’s wife Sandy Sobotka 
(figure 8). Sandy handles the bookkeeping for the company. 
She has a smile that just lights up the entire office. 

Mr. Transmission has been at this location for twenty five 
years. Robert purchased the shop after it was in business for 
only one year. It was making no money and the problems in 
the shop were more than you could imagine: from employee 
issues to customer complaints, and transmission comebacks 
to units not leaving the lifts.

I asked Robert why he decided to purchase such a head-

ache. He said “I thought I could turn this place around.” In 
the first few years he was working from sun-up to way past 
sundown trying to get the shop to work. There was a point 
when Robert lost all his savings and was near losing his house 
along with the shop. Sandi didn’t believe it until he took her 
out to look at mobile homes and duplexes. 

Figure 8: Sandy Sobotka

Figure 10

Figure 9: They work on anything from Land Rovers 
and Minis to police cars

Figure 11

Figure 12

Tools of the Trade
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Then the manager, who did a great 
job helping the shop get started, left. 
The crew was cut to three people plus 
Robert, who performed diagnoses, many 
of the minor repairs, communication 
with customers, pricing, almost all 
test drives, and lift inspections. One of 
the installers stepped into the building 
room part time, a good fulltime builder 
was located and hired, and then the 
shop began to break even.

They carried on this way for 
several years. Occasional crew changes 
over the years (some intended, some 
unintended) usually improved the 
operation. They had many good builders 
and installers and the production and 
quality improved. 

When Jason and Angel came to 
the shop, production, efficiency, and 
quality improved markedly. They were 
now able to get more work done with 
less manpower and fewer problems 
(quality goes along with efficiency). 
Then Alan was added to free up Angel 
from the shop so he could spend more 
time in the rebuild room. Keon is the 
only original employee left.

They work on anything from Land 
Rovers and Minis to police cars (figure 
9). They work on police vehicles for 
the cities of Roswell and Dunnwoody, 
all while keeping the shop clean and 
organized (figure 10).

They have five bays up front (fig-
ure 11) with two more bays in the back 
with three lifts (figure 12). All with 

a four-man crew, one manager, and 
a husband-and-wife team owning the 
shop (figure 13). 

CBs are probably the biggest profit 
eater and workflow disrupter in any 
business. Robert has a way to track 
problems, analyze them, and try to 
prevent recurrence. Each problem is 
entered into a spreadsheet along with 
the complaint, diagnosis, and solu-
tion. A printout is given to each crew 
member weekly so they can be fully 
aware of the problem and solution. 
Then periodically a summary of all 
jobs performed and all problems and 
solutions is published so that they can 
look back and see how they’re perform-
ing and make sure they don’t repeat 
the same failures. This database also 
provides information to fix problems in 
the future.

Robert makes sure the shop has all 
the technical information possible. This 
includes an index of trade publication 
technical articles, subscriptions to 
industry technical info providers, 
memberships to industry organizations, 
a rapport with industry technical people, 
all the latest technical manuals, and any 
other sources of info they can find.

They maintain all the test equipment 
possible and have a relationship with a 
general repair shop close by who has 
access to vehicle software that they 
don’t have and a lot of expertise in 
programming vehicles. When they have 
a trouble, usually they know what to 

check first, and if they don’t, they know 
how to find out.

The shop is stocked with a lot of 
parts to cut down on delays, and they 
maintain about 100 stock units to help 
meet delivery promises. 

Davey and Robert help with 
diagnosis and scramble to stay ahead 
of the workflow, making sure everyone 
knows what needs to be done and 
in what sequence. They try to make 
sure the builders are covered with 
units to work on, so they always have 
something going. They strive to make 
sure the crew has the parts, equipment, 
etc. to do the job without delays. Then 
they stay out of the way and let them 
get it done.

In effect, they remove all the 
obstacles to create an efficient system, 
and make sure they don’t change the 
work schedule so much that it destroys 
workflow in the shop. This is all 
designed to get the work done correctly 
and on time.

Robert says “I believe the reason 
we’ve been as successful as we have is 
that we put customer satisfaction first. 
We never let a customer leave without 
knowing that we’ve done everything 
possible to take care of his problem. 
Bad news travels fast, far, and stays 
around a long time.”

Figure 13: From left to right: Alan Simpson, Keon Donnelly, Sandy Sobotka, Robert Sobotka, Jason Scott, and Angel Reyna. 
The manager Davey Adams didn’t make it into this photo.
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People are more motivated by 
meaningful work and being 
appreciated than by money. 

This has been documented in study 
after study. 

Of course, we work for money. 
If we didn’t need money we probably 
wouldn’t work at all, at least not as we 
know it today. We’d certainly do some 
form of work, but it would be work that 
was highly satisfying to us. 

So what makes work satisfying? 
Actually, you do. 

You’re the one who remembers 
why your work matters. You’re the 
one who decides to do your job well 
and make your work a statement of 
who you are… a source of pride. And 
you’re the one who shows others that 
they matter, too. 

There’s an old joke that says, “The 
only time my daddy said ‘well done’ 
was when he ordered steak.” Many of 
us can identify with that. Most manag-
ers, leaders, and even parents seem to 
miss hundreds of opportunities to show 
their appreciation or offer encourage-
ment. But what are the payoffs to the 
business for those who do? 

1. Discretionary Effort — 
Appreciated people give more of 
themselves to their work. You 
can’t buy it, coerce it, or force it. 
This is the extra effort that only 
comes from someone deciding 

to make a bigger contribution or 
give it his or her best. They do 
that more often when they feel 
appreciated and respected.

2. Loyalty — People tend to leave 
their jobs more often due to an 
unappreciative boss than for low 
pay. In fact, studies repeatedly 
show that those who get the most 
‘attaboys’ from their bosses are 
the least vulnerable to offers of 
more pay somewhere else.

3. Trust — If you show your people 
you value them and the work 
they do for you, then they’ll be 
more likely to ‘have your back.’ 
They’ll look out for you and your 
business because they feel as if 
they’re a vital part of it, too. 
Those who don’t feel appreciated 
are the most likely to ‘borrow’ 
supplies and tools permanently, 
join in with others who criticize 
you, or waste your resources 
because they have no reason to 

truly care.
4. Trust… again — You do realize 

that ‘trust’ shows up everywhere, 
on and off the job, don’t you? 
When there’s high trust, there’s 
low stress and fewer complaints. 
Problems occur less often. People 
tend to get along better and 
mistakes are less frequent. You 
actually net more profit when 
trust is high. 

Let’s examine the Tension/Trust 
relationship in your shop. There are two 
types of tension: 

1. Task Tension, and…
2. Relationship Tension 

Task Tension is the eagerness or 
anxiety you have toward the work you 
do. (There’s a difference between the 
two: Eagerness is based on looking 
forward to something; positive antici-
pation. Anxiety is fear-based; appre-
hension. “We’re eager to go to the 
ballgame. We’re anxious about our next 

by Jim Cathcart

“Thanks, I really 
appreciate that.”
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dental appointment.”)
If you’re working hard to get 

exactly the right specs on something, 
or taking special care to avoid danger 
or accidents, that’s Task Tension. Your 
tension is directly related to the task 
you’re performing.

This kind of tension ebbs and 
flows throughout the day. It doesn’t last 
beyond the task itself, unless you’re 
procrastinating and avoiding the work. 
Then it’s a form of guilt and apprehen-
sion. Self-inflicted tension, you might 
say. 

The other type of tension is 
Relationship Tension. This is the stress 
we attach to our dealings with another 
person. If you feel someone else is a 
threat to you or is a jerk, then you’ll 
experience tension when dealing with 
them, or even when you think about 
dealing with them. 

Relationship Tension is directly 
related to Trust. When Relationship 
Tension rises, Trust goes down. On 
the other hand, when we reduce 
Relationship Tension, Trust begins to 
grow. For example, if you always get 
criticized for your mistakes or over-
sights and never complimented for 
your successes, you tend to resent the 
way you’re being supervised. 

They call this “Seagull 
Supervision”: “My boss swoops in like 
a seagull, squawking and pooping all 
over the place, but never points out the 
good things.” 

So the fastest way to increase 
productivity and profit margins in 
your workplace is by openly appreci-
ating what others are doing for you. 
Seriously, it really is. Think about it 
like this:
•	 if you begin to notice the things 

people are doing right and you 
comment on them,

•	 if you start saying “thanks” more 
often,

•	 if you occasionally brag about 
your coworkers for their good 
work, their loyalty, or their skill 
in a particular action,…then they 
start appreciating you more. 

Once you’ve cultivated the habit 
of “catching people doing things right,” 
as my friend Ken Blanchard says, then 
your coworkers start looking for oppor-
tunities to make you proud. Praise is 

positively addictive: The 
more we get, the more we 
want to earn. 

Now that we’re 
here at this special 
time of year, take 
some time to look for 
ways to let others 
know how much 
you appreciate, 
admire, or respect 
them. Be spe-
cific; point out 
why you’re praising 
them. For example, you might 
say, “That last customer was really a 
handful. Yet you handled him courte-
ously and professionally. I know that 
took some restraint on your part and I 
appreciate your doing it. Thanks.” 

Or, “One thing I really like is that 
you always show up on time. I never 
have to worry about when you’re going 
to arrive. It sure makes my job less 
stressful. Thanks.” 

Or, “I know you’ve been going 
through some tough times recently, and 
yet you haven’t let it affect your work. 
Good job. Thanks.”

Praise is an art and you can learn 
to express your gratitude naturally and 
appropriately over time, simply by 
deciding today to let others know what 
you appreciate. Thanks for taking the 
time to read this article. I appreciate 
your attention.
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Diagnosing a transmission 
problem today requires some 
expensive electronic testing 

equipment, accurate information on 
the operating theory of the component 
you’re testing, and some perseverance. 
It’s easy to make an incorrect diagnosis 
if you don’t make the extra effort to 
actually prove a component has failed.

As a technician, one of the tools 
you use to collect vehicle data from the 
computer is a scan tool. Sometimes that 
data isn’t a reliable way to find the root 
cause of the problem. Scan data can be 
erroneous and misleading, and the data 
from the Ford truck in this example 
could have easily have led to an incor-
rect conclusion.

We all know the feeling; the poten-
tial for a misdiagnosis can be a techni-
cian’s worst nightmare. The last thing 
anyone wants to do is reach an incor-
rect diagnosis. Here’s a problem that 
was recently posted and solved on the 
TRNW network. It’s a great example of 
a diagnosis that could have easily gone 
astray if someone had skipped the extra 
steps to confirm the validity of the data.

The problem vehicle is a 2005 
Ford F250 6.0L diesel with a 5R110W 
transmission. It came in with code 
P0791 in memory (intermediate speed 
sensor signal); another shop already 
replaced the intermediate speed sensor 
twice in an attempt to fix the problem.

This particular speed sensor is 
actually two Hall Effect sensors in one. 

One half of the sensor provides a signal 
based on the intermediate shaft speed 
(ISS), while the other half provides a 
turbine shaft speed (TSS) signal. The 
ISS monitors the overdrive ring gear 
while the TSS monitors the coast clutch 
input hub. Both reluctors have 30 teeth.

The initial road test revealed that 
the transmission would consistently go 
into failsafe mode immediately upon 
attempting a 1–2 shift. If you cleared 
the code, the trans would start in 1st 
gear and appear to attempt a 1–2 shift. 
You’d feel a firm bump and the trans-
mission would be back in failsafe, 
leaving you with 4th gear starts and no 
upshifts. Manually shifting the trans-
mission would produce basically the 
same results.

It’d be easy to conclude that the 
computer wasn’t happy with what it 

was seeing from the intermediate speed 
sensor.

The technician took a data record-
ing of the transmission inputs; to every-
one’s surprise the ISS signal looked 
perfect. The scan data showed that 
the ISS and TSS signals were almost 
identical, with both sensors outputting 
a good clean signal (figure 1).

Since the TSS and ISS signals 
appeared identical after an attempted 
1–2 shift, it was starting to look like a 
possible internal failure. Since the OD 
clutch applies in 2nd gear, the OD ring 
gear should rotate at a different speed 
than the coast clutch input hub.

The 5R110W powerflow chart 
reveals that a major change between 
the OD ring gear and the coast clutch 
input hub revolutions shouldn’t hap-
pen until 6th gear when the OD carrier 

by Tod Chretien
President - TRNW Inc.

Figure 1: Scan data of ISS and TSS signals.

When Scanner 
Data Leads 
You Astray
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starts turning as it overruns the coast 
clutch. The question remains, why is 
the computer setting an intermediate 
speed sensor code when the ISS sig-
nal looks okay? 

To eliminate an internal failure 
as a possible cause, someone sug-
gested rotating the ISS/TSS sensor 
180º. This would force the ISS to 
read the coast clutch input hub and 
the TSS to read the overdrive ring 
gear; the exact opposite of their origi-
nal configuration.

The ISS/TSS sensor has a bolt 
bracket on one side and fortunately 
the case configuration allows for the 
sensor to sit 180º off its intended 
mounting. The technician rotated the 
sensor and the vehicle continued to 
set code P0791. This eliminated an 
internal failure as a possible cause. 

With the tests performed so far 
it would be easy to conclude that the 
PCM failed and is setting an errone-
ous trouble code. It consistently sets an 
intermediate speed sensor code while 
the ISS signal looks perfect in the data 
stream. Case closed, right?

Not so fast! It’s never a good idea 
to replace a computer before prov-
ing without a shadow of a doubt that 
it actually has a problem. It’s also a 
good practice to check the powers and 
grounds to the computer before replac-
ing it. In this case, we’re dealing with a 
speed sensor code, and the correct way 
to diagnose a speed sensor circuit is 

by monitoring the signal with a scope. 
Figure 2 shows the waveform from the 
ISS and TSS signals together.

Channel one is connected to the 
TSS signal wire; channel two is con-
nected to the ISS signal wire. The 
ground is connected to the sensor 
ground wire.

Figure 2: ISS and TSS scope signals (KOER).  

R
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Built-in battery charger with auto shut-o�
Pneumatic tires- 14” x 5.5” x 6”
Push pad is safe on plastic bumpers
Lock-out hub enables “free-wheeling”
Chemical resistant powder-coat �nish
Rugged, heavy-gauge all steel construction
1-Year full parts warranty

18,000 lbs. push capacity up a 5% grade

Standard Features Include:

800-800-9274
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The TSS signal on channel one 
(yellow) looks perfect but the ISS sig-
nal on channel two (green) looks like 
a shark fin. But why? Our first clue 
appeared when we checked the ISS and 
TSS signals with the key on, engine off 
(figure 3). The TSS signal wire had a 
smooth 5 volts applied, while the ISS 
signal wire had roughly 3.2 volts.

There are four wires going into the 
ISS/TSS sensor:

1. 12-volt supply
2. Sensor ground
3. ISS signal wire
4. TSS signal wire

Since the TSS signal was perfect, 
we can assume that the 12-volt supply 
and sensor ground circuits are fine. It 
would appear that the PCM is also pro-
viding a 5-volt reference voltage to the 
ISS and TSS signal wires.

Disconnecting the speed sensor 
produced the same results (3.2 volts 
on the ISS signal wire), so the problem 
had to be either a compromised ISS 
signal wire or a faulty PCM. 

After cutting the ISS signal wire 
at the PCM, we found the ISS wire 
from the PCM now had five volts. A 
visual inspection of the wiring harness 
led us under the battery tray where the 
harness was corroded by battery acid 
(figure 4). As you can see in the image, 
the ISS signal wire changed color and 
increased to twice its size in the prob-
lem area. Repairing the wiring solved 
the problem.

After repairing the harness, the 
waveforms from the ISS and TSS (fig-
ure 5) both top out at five volts and the 
TSS (yellow) appears to be rotating 
slightly faster than the ISS (green). 
All leads were connected as described 
earlier and the engine was idling, with 
the transmission in park.

It’s always a good feeling when 
we find a problem like this, without 
making the mistake of replacing a 
perfectly good component. By taking 
the extra time to confirm the scan data 
with a scope, the process of diagnosing 
this strange problem went off without 
a hitch. 

When scanner data leads you astray

Figure 3: ISS and TSS scope signals (KOEO).

Figure 4: Corroded wiring harness under battery tray.

Figure 5: 5R110W ISS and TSS signals on a scope after repairs.
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The most effective way to fight 
a fire is to keep one from 
occurring through awareness 

and correcting potential fire hazards. 
If a fire does occur, workers must be 
prepared to keep themselves safe from 
injury.

Housekeeping 
A major cause of a fire in the 

workplace is due to improper or lack of 
housekeeping on the jobsite.
•	  Keep heating and electrical equip-

ment clean, and in good working 
condition.

•	  Regularly clean ducts and fume 
hood filters.

•	  Keep paper products, aerosols or 
other flammable materials away 
from heating elements.

•	  Store flammable liquids away 
from heat sources, exits or escape 
routes.

•	  To avoid an electrical fire, check, 
replace or professionally repair 
any appliances with frayed or 
loose cords and wires or cords 
that become hot during use.

•	  Avoid running cords or wires 
under rugs and carpets or near a 
heat source where they can over-
heat.

•	  Keep cords out of doorways 
where they can become worn.

Fire detection and/or 
suppression devices 

Ensure that fire protection equip-
ment (i.e., sprinklers, smoke/heat detec-
tors, alarms, fire hoses, fire extinguish-
ers, and fire blankets) are maintained, 
and readily available for use. 
•	  Educate workers on the proper 

use of fire extinguishers and their 
location.

 

•	  Make sure all fire suppression 
equipment, including fire extin-
guishers, correspond to the poten-
tial risk. Use the right fire extin-
guisher for the type of fire.  

Staff training in fire pre-
vention/emergency pro-
cedures 

Periodically train all employees in 
fire safety, emergency communication, 
and evacuation procedures. 
•	  Post telephone numbers of emer-

gency response personnel where 
they can be quickly retrieved. 

•	  In case of an evacuation, make 
sure workers know the number, 
location, and accessibility of 
exits, along with the location of 
fire alarms.

•	  In the event of a fire, workers 
should not hesitate to call the fire 
department

All workers share a responsibility 
for preventing fires, but not to put out a 
major fire. Workers should only fight a 

fire if they can do it safely with proper 
extinguishing materials. Fire fighting is 
best handled by trained professionals. 

During National Fire Protection 
Week in October (7-13), attention is 
placed on fire safety awareness and 
prevention. State Fund would like to 
remind our policyholders and their 
employees the importance of practicing 
fire safety year round.

10/12

© 2012 State Compensation 
Insurance Fund 

Established in 1914 by the 
state legislature, State Fund is 
California’s largest provider of 
workers’ compensation insurance and 
a vital asset to California businesses. 
Completely self supporting, State Fund 
plays a stabilizing role in California’s 
economy by maintaining an open door 
policy that ensures all employers have 
a strong and stable option for their 
workers’ compensation needs.     

In Case of Fire by State 
Compensation 
Insurance Fund 
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It began last year, present-
ed by the ATRA Southern 
California Chapter, produced by 

Donny Caccamise, owner of DMC 
Transmissions in Ventura, CA. The 
ATRA Customer Car Show, covered in 
the October/November 2011 issue of 
GEARS, was a huge success. But it was 
nothing compared with the 2nd Annual 
ATRA Custom Car Show held this past 
August 18th.

Over 130 cars were entered and 
shown, and more than 20 businesses 
and car clubs participated and helped 
support the show. And this year nearly 
4000 spectators attended: more than 
five times the attendance for last year’s 
show! 

This year’s show judges includ-
ed ATRA’s Dennis Madden, Delilah 
Chavez, Michelle Pandy, and Ron 
Brattin, along with longtime GEARS 
contributor and past HotLine technician 
Glenn Troub. Trophies were awarded 
by Dedria Brunett, Miss California 
2012, who made a celebrity appear-
ance.

And what categories they were 
judged on! Most Outrageous Paint… 
Coolest Flames… Most Likely to 
Pick Up Chicks… Most Likely to 
Be Stopped by Police… and more.  

The categories — 20 in all — were 
unique and tongue-in-cheek, and even 
the most ambitious owner was hard 
pressed to be offended by the results, 
win or lose.

The big winner of the day was 
Mike Lanska, whose 1932 Ford Deuce 
won the big ATRA’s Choice award. 
According to Donny, “This car is truly 
incredible; no detail was overlooked.”

One thing that makes this show 
unique is that Donny avoids any con-
nection between it and his shop. As he 
says, this is an ATRA Chapter event, 
and he wants it to help support and 
reinforce the ATRA name in his region. 
And there’s little doubt that’s just what 
it did.

While his efforts were impressive, 
Donny is quick to admit he couldn’t 
have pulled it off on his own. “I want to 
thank the many people who put in their 

time and effort to get this year’s show 
off the ground, including: 
•	 Tom Spence, co-host of Horse-

power for an Hour…
•	 Skeeter Rader, Jeff Gean, and the 

members of the Coachmen and 
Rodfathers Car Clubs…

•	 Glenn and Julie Eldridge of West 
Coast Gear Heads online maga-
zine…

•	 the Southern California ATRA 
Members who stepped in and 
helped out…

…and too many more to list indi-
vidually. Their support and efforts are 
what made this show a success.”

Everyone who attended had a 
terrific time, and everyone involved 
is looking forward to being a part 
of next year’s show. Stay tuned! 

by Steve Bodofsky
members.atra.com

www.atra.com

Donny Caccamise

2nd Annual ATRA 
Custom Car Show 
Another Rousing Success!
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It’s a long-accepted tradition that 
the young learn from the experi-
ence of their elders; not the other 

way around. Those years of experience 
are supposed to provide us with knowl-
edge and wisdom, which we share so 
that the youngsters avoid the mistakes 
we made in our youth. 

But at this year’s Expo, we dis-
covered a new paradigm, where young 
people had much to offer the elder 
generations. That’s because, for many 
of those young folks, the internet — 
specifically social media — has been 
a daily part of their lives. And that’s 
created a situation where the 20-some-
things are the ones with the real experi-
ence… experience they were only too 
happy to share at Expo.

It began with a simple seminar 

on Thursday afternoon. ATRA’s Ron 
Brattin was discussing the value of 
social media for enhancing a shop’s 
ranking with Google and other search 
engines.

From the back of the room another 
young voice spoke up: Jordan Olivas, 
from Budget Transmission Masters in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. At just 23 
years old, Jordan reminded a lot of us 

Expo 2012 Wrap 
A New Paradigm…

ATRA’s Ron Brattin discussing the value of social media for enhancing 
a shop’s ranking with Google and other search engines.

by Steve Bodofsky
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of our grandkids. But Jordan’s anything 
but a kid; he’s a young businessman 
with a degree in marketing and business 
administration. And he spoke matter-
of-factly on his techniques for reinforc-
ing web presence with social media.

Those of us in attendance were so 
impressed with Jordan’s understanding 
of this all-important marketing tool that 
GEARS Managing Editor Rodger Bland 
asked him to speak at next year’s Expo. 
And we may be talking to him in future 
issues of GEARS; stay tuned.

And that was just the start of what 
was to become one of the most memo-
rable management seminar programs in 
recent history. We heard from a num-
ber of new speakers, including George 
Rakes from Certified Transmissions, 

Dave Riccio from Tri-
City Transmissions, and 
a surprise visit from the 
newest contributor to 
GEARS, Jim Cathcart; 
check out his profile in 
the show floor issue and 
his first article in this 
issue.

We also heard from a 
number of old favorites, 
like Danny Sanchez of 
Autoshop Solutions, Bob 
Spitz from Management 
Success, and Maylon 
Newton from ESi. Scott Johnson from 
ProfitBoost hosted the Sunday break-
fast meeting with longtime manage-
ment speaker Thom Tschetter. And let’s 

face it: there’s really no way to have an 
Expo without ATRA’s Rodger Bland 
and Dennis Madden grabbing their time 
at the mic.

Upper right -  Bob Warnke (L) and Robert Moreau 
from Sonnax  presented The Road Less Traveled 

during the technical seminars Saturday. 

Expo 2012 Wrap

Kit Lindsay (r) presented ATRA CEO,  Dennis Madden with a 
plaque recognizing Dennis’ contributions to the industry 

during the ATRA membership meeting.

Stevie LaVallee surprised his wife of 38 years 
with a special slide and acknowledgement of 

their 38th wedding anniversary at the end of his 
presentation.  Congratulations to Nancy and 

Stevie for 38 great years! 
ATRA Technical Director, Lance Wiggins talks 

shop with Certified’s Jim Slimp
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This year we also heard from Art 
Eastman and his wife, Karen. Art is 
a business sales consultant; Karen an 
attorney. The two have spent years in 
the transmission industry, at the corpo-
rate level of a major franchise and later 
in their own shop. Today Art and Karen 
work together to sell auto repair busi-
nesses, and they had a lot to say to shop 
owners who are starting to think about 
selling their businesses.

One of the true highlights of the 
management track wasn’t part of the 
planned seminars. In attendance was 
ATRA mainstay, longtime board mem-
ber, and past president Gary Jennings. 
As you may know, Gary was seriously 
injured last year while trying to trim a 
tree, and this was his first time back for 
a regular ATRA event. Welcome back, 

Gary; you’ve been sorely missed.
Of course, that was just on 

the management side of the tracks. The 
technical seminars were just as impres-
sive. In addition to the familiar faces 
from the ATRA Technical HotLine, 
we also heard from Dan Marinucci 
on using an oscilloscope for electri-
cal diagnosis, and Sean Boyle from 
Southern Illinois University showed us 
10 ways (not) to botch a diagnosis.

Additional tech speakers included 
Scott Halley and Ed Konzman from 
Lubrizol Corporation, Alan McAvoy 
from Chrysler, John Parmenter from 
Precision International, Bill Henney 
from F.I.M.I, Stevie Lavallee from 
TEST Research, Carl Mustari from 
Chattahoochee Tech College, and Bob 

Warnke from Sonnax.
As a bonus, at this year’s Raybestos 

luncheon, ATRA presented the unique, 
and often hilarious viewpoints of comic 
motivational speaker Larry Winget. 
Larry doesn’t mince words. His mes-
sage? Forget attitude: do your job and 
be excellent. He gave everyone in 
attendance something to think about… 
and a hearty belly laugh.

The evening Transtar reception 
was a welcome respite from the rigors 
of the seminars, and gave everyone 
a chance to visit with old friends and 
make new ones, to the strains of a 
Beach Boy’s tribute band. As usual, 
it was a terrific social opportunity for 

Raybestos Marketing Director, J.P. Gonzalez (center) with 
luncheon prize-winners Brain Bloodworth of Certified 

Transmissions (l) and Jody Goodell of Dyno Tec Industries

Al Avila, VP Sales and Applications 
at Raybestos Powertrain addresses 

the Luncheon crowd.

Expo 2012 Wrap

Larry Winget entertained and 
informed with his keynote address 
during the ATRA Luncheon spon-
sored by Raybestos Powertrain 
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everyone in attendance.
Then came Hybrid Sunday, with 

Jack Rosbro from Perfect Sky and Mark 
Quarto from Automotive Research and 
Design. They offered a firsthand look 
and hands-on approach to the cars that 
are just beginning to make their way to 
your shop: hybrids.

The information was valuable 
enough, but ATRA’s Technical Director 
Lance Wiggins wasn’t done yet. About 
halfway through the seminars he 
announced that he’d hit it big in the 
casino, and he was going to share 
the wealth with his friends in atten-

dance. Seems he’d 
taped envelopes to 
the bottom of five 
chairs in the semi-
nar hall. Each bore 
a fortune-cookie message, and each 
held a $100 bill for the lucky attendees 
in those seats.

Then the doors for the trade show 
opened, with new businesses side by 
side with familiar faces. For some it 
was an opportunity to discover what’s 
new and make a terrific deal to take 
back to the shop. For others it was a 
chance to press the flesh and reminisce 

with old friends they hadn’t seen since 
last year’s show.

Of course, this year’s attendance 
and mood were tempered as the “per-
fect storm” Sandy approached the east 
coast. Many attendees were forced to 
leave early or didn’t make it at all. And 
many others were stranded in Vegas 
for four or five days until the airports 
reopened and flights were restored.

Dennis Madden and Jim Rodd: cutting the ribbon 
to officially open the trade show floor!

A crowd gathers right before the opening of the Trade Show floor at this year’s Powertrain EXPO!

Expo 2012 Wrap
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But on 
the show 
floor things 
c o u l d n ’ t 
have gone 
smoother ; 
the atmo-
s p h e r e 
was one 
of camaraderie and friendship. And the 
booth drawing on Sunday morning led to 
next year’s seminar booths being com-
pletely sold out; a first for Expo.

Next year is an east coast show; 
we’re back in Washington, DC, at the 
Washington Marriott Wardman Park 
Hotel. Expo’s going to be a bit earlier 
than usual: September 19 through 22. 
And look for us to extend our new 
paradigm with more from the younger 
generation.

So don’t miss out; mark your calen-
dar and start planning now for an event 
that could well change your business… 
and your life. And we’ll save a place for 
you in DC!

Great food… Great music…

And great friends made this year’s Transtar reception another “thumbs up” event!

Expo 2012 Wrap
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POWERTRAIN INDUSTRY NEWS
GEARS does not endorse new products but makes this new information available 
to readers. If you have a new product, please email the press release information 
with applicable digital photo or drawing to fpasley@atra.com or send by mail to 
GEARS, 2400 Latigo Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030.

Superior Introduces 
New PR Valve for 
700-R4, 200-4R, 125, 
125C

The TransLab Engineered from 
Superior Transmission Parts, Inc., 
P/N STL 001 pressure-regulator valve 
fixes PR buzz, slide rattle, pump moan 
and converter cavitation noise, reduc-
es pump-rotor breakage / vane-ring 
collapse, and prevents accidental 4-3 
downshift from lifting off the gas pedal, 
according to the company.

It provides:
•	 Fine-tuned, stabilized pressure 

regulation, with stronger low-rpm 
pressures for improved engage-
ments.

•	 Quicker boost and consistent high 
pressure at full throttle.

•	 Improved converter charge for 
better-feeling and longer-lasting 
lockup.

•	 Quicker converter fill after 
extended off time.

•	 5-psi increased line pressure.
For more, contact Global Sales 

Manager Robert White, Superior 
Transmission Parts, Inc. 1-800-451-
3115 ext 207 International 850-574-
2369 ext. 207 / 205.

Transtar Revolutionizes 
Reman Transmission 
Unit Warranties

Transtar Industries, Inc., the pre-
mier provider of world-class driveline 
solutions, has introduced an unprec-
edented new warranty plan for its full 
line of complete automatic and stan-
dard transmissions and transfer case 
units.

Transtar’s Premium PLUS 
Protecion™ plan, also referred to as 
Transtar P3, allows customers to offer 
a warranty up to 36 months or 500,000 
miles at the best price in the industry.

Transtar’s P3 consists of three war-
ranty options. The Standard Protection 
is included with the purchase of any 
complete transmission unit. This option 
covers the transmission up to 18 months 
or 18,000 miles, and includes a labor 
rate up to $60 an hour.

The extended warranties avail-
able are Transtar’s Premium Protection 
and Ultimate Protection. Premium 
Protection covers the transmission up 
to 36 months or 100,000 miles, and 
includes a labor rate up to $75 an hour. 
Ultimate Protection covers the trans-
mission up to 36 months or 500,000 
miles, and includes a labor rate up to 
$95 an hour.

For more information on Transtar’s 
new warranty plan, including cover-
age and limitations, or line of com-
plete transmission units, contact your 
Transtar representative or visit www.
transtar1.com/units.

JASPER Updates Trans 
Hydraulic Clutch Testing

The quality engineers of Jasper 
Engines & Transmissions have updated 
the company’s transmission hydraulic 
clutch testing process.

Hydraulic clutch testing is a 
method of simulating the operation 
of a transmission clutch. The process 
identifies defective clutches not 
typically identified by dynamometer 
testing. “This is not a new technology 
at JASPER,” says David Kassebaum, 

JASPER transmission quality engineer. 
“But it has been improved through the 
use of computerized data acquisition.”

Hydraulic clutch testing the 
transmission, prior to final assembly, 
will check for: 
•	 Cracked drums or pistons
•	 Imperfections in the fluid channels 
•	 Defective or damaged seals 

The test is performed using a 
transmission-specific plate designed 
to direct oil to each of the individual 
clutches in the transmission.

For more information on the 
remanufactured transmissions of Jasper 
Engines & Transmissions, call 800-827-
7455, or log onto www.jasperengines.
com. 

New TransTec Kit for 
Aisin TF-60/61/62SN; 
VW 09G, 09M and 09K

C o r t e c o 
is pleased to 
announce the 
ava i l ab i l i t y 
of TransTec® 
overhaul kits 
for Aisin 
T F - 6 0 S N , 
TF-61SN, and 
TF-62SN; Volkswagen 09G, 09M, and 
09K applications that include the newly 
released TransTec® branded bonded 
pistons. (see chart below)

The new kit numbers are 2571, 
2605, and 2606.

In addition to the overhaul kits 
with pistons, Corteco will continue to 
offer the original kits without pistons 
and the piston-only kit. Specific appli-
cation information appears in the table.

The highlighted kits are in stock 
and available for immediate delivery. 
The other kits will be available soon.

For more, visit TransTec on line at 
www.transtec.com.

Description Overhaul with 
Pistons

Overhaul without 
Pistons

Piston-Only Kit 
(4 bonded pistons)

Aisin TF-60SN/VW 09G 2571 2526 4853
Aisin TF-61SN/VW 09M 2605 2596 4853
Aisin TF-62SN/VW 09K 2606 2553 4853© 2012  Freudenberg-NOK  

11617 State Route 13 • Milan, Ohio 44846 • T:  419-499-2502 • F:  419-499-2804 • www.TransTec.com 

Description  Overhaul Overhaul without Piston only kit
  with pistons pistons (4 bonded pistons) 

 Aisin TF-60SN/VW 09G 2571 2526 4853

 Aisin TF-61SN/VW 09M 2605 2596 4853

 Aisin TF-62SN/VW 09K 2606 2553 4853

Coming 
Soon!

Includes a 
TransTec® brand bonded piston

NPA 9/26/12

A Division of Freudenberg-NOK

New Product 
Announcement

Corteco is pleased to announce the availability of TransTec® overhaul kits for 
Aisin TF-60SN, TF-61SN & TF-62SN/ Volkswagen 09G, 09M & 09K applications 
that include the newly released TransTec® branded bonded pistons.  The new kit 
numbers are 2571, 2605 and 2606.  In addition to the overhaul kits with pistons, 
we’ll continue to offer the original kits without pistons as well and the piston only 
kit.  Specific application information appears in the table below.

Aisin TF-60/61/62SN, VW 09G, 09M & 09K

The highlighted kits are in stock and available for immediate delivery
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POWER INDUSTRY NEWS
PML Heavy Duty Pan  
Provides Relief for  
Dodge RFE Transmissions  

PML is excited to add this versa-
tile, uniquely shaped pan to its lineup. 
Designed to fit the Dodge RFE trans-
mission series, one of the biggest fea-
tures of this pan over competing prod-
ucts is its shape.

This pan is the solution for those 
with fit issues such as exhaust or cross-
members close to the stock pan. Works 
great with the Hemi engine trucks and 
SUVs.

Unlike other extra-capacity after-
market pans for the Dodge RFE trans-
missions, PML’s pan has been designed 
to follow the shape of the stock pan.

Additional features:
•	 Extra capacity — To keep your 

engine running cool under heavy 
loads. 

•	 Aluminum construction — Fins 
designed to dissipate heat.

•	 Thick walls — Provide added 
strength to the transmission hous-
ing. 

•	 Thick gasket flange — Machined 
flat for a leak-free seal. 

•	 Drain plug — For easier mainte-
nance.

•	 Cost effective — Natural cast fin-
ish option.

This pan is designed to fit Dodge 
trucks and SUVs such as Dakota, 
Durango, and Ram 1500, 2500, and 
3500, and some Jeep Grand Cherokees.

To view images and get more 
information and pricing, check out our 
web site at www.yourcovers.com.

Sonnax Smart-Tech™  
Input Housing for  
GM 4L60 Trans Family

Need to build a unit that can stand 
up to some power? Why build a time 
bomb? It’s time to stop: Stop living 
with limited 3-4 clutch capacity and 3-4 
backing plate flexing and distorting. 

Stop putting up with input housings 
that break in the shaft and spline areas 
or housing fatigue failures.

Never have a 3-4 retaining ring 
blow out again. From the earliest 4L60 
to the newest 4L70-E, you no longer 
have to worry about these chronic prob-
lems because the new Sonnax Smart-
Tech input housing 77733-06K is sim-
ply the smartest and toughest solution 
out there. 

Learn more at www.sonnax.com.

ATI Adapter Bellhousing  
for Toyota Supra  
2JZ Engines

Powerglides aren¹t just for GM 
vehicles any more! ATI Performance 
Products is proud to introduce an SFI-
certified SuperCase adapter bellhous-
ing (part #200029) for Toyota Supra 
2JZ engines.

The ATI Supra Bellhousing 
allows you to bolt any ATI SuperCase 
Powerglide right up to your Supra motor 
without any adapter plates or cutoff 
bellhousings. With the ATI SuperCase 
design you have the bellhousing reg-
istered to the case and pump to allevi-
ate any alignment troubles from other 
manufacturers.

For more information, visit www.
atiracing.com.

Roten Trading Introduces 
LUBESCAN ATF

Roten Trading AG Switzerland, 
introduced a new product, LUBESCAN 

ATF 1000 at the recent Automechanika 
in Frankfurt. The response from the 
trade — both domestic and interna-
tional — was significantly greater than 
anticipated.

With LUBESCAN ATF 1000, 
technicians and service personnel can 
identify as little as 0.01% glycol/cool-
ant water in automatic transmission 
fluid (ATF). The test takes about three 
minutes and can be administered with 
as little as 10ml of ATF.

For more information go to:  
www.lube1.eu

TransTec Introduces 
Ford FNR5/Mazda FS5A-
EL Bonded Piston Kit

Available now! — TransTec® pis-
ton kit 4863. This kit contains nine 
bonded pistons including two newly 
introduced TransTec® branded bonded 
apply pistons.

Coverage includes the 5-speed, 
front drive Ford FNR5 and Mazda 
FS5A-EL units. The FNR5 is found 
in 2006-up Ford Fusion and Mercury 

© 2012  Freudenberg-NOK  
11617 State Route 13 • Milan, Ohio 44846 • T:  419-499-2502 • F:  419-499-2804 • www.TransTec.com 

NPA 9/24/12

A Division of Freudenberg-NOK

New Product 
Announcement

AVAILABLE NOW! — TransTec® piston kit 4863. This kit contains nine bonded 
pistons including two newly introduced TransTec® branded bonded apply 
pistons. Coverage includes the five speed front drive Ford FNR5 and Mazda 
FS5A-EL units. The FNR5 is found in 2006-up Ford Fusion and Mercury Milan 
vehicles. Models built using the FS5A-EL include 2006-up Mazda 3 and Mazda 
6 and 2008-up Mazda 5. This unit is also in several other Mazda models found 
internationally.

Ford FNR5 / Mazda FS5A-EL
Bonded Piston Kit

New packaging is designed to protect 
the pistons from damage

Kit number 4863 is in stock and available for immediate delivery.

Look for our brand on the pistons -
your assurance of quality!

© 2012  Freudenberg-NOK  
11617 State Route 13 • Milan, Ohio 44846 • T:  419-499-2502 • F:  419-499-2804 • www.TransTec.com 

NPA 9/24/12

A Division of Freudenberg-NOK

New Product 
Announcement

AVAILABLE NOW! — TransTec® piston kit 4863. This kit contains nine bonded 
pistons including two newly introduced TransTec® branded bonded apply 
pistons. Coverage includes the five speed front drive Ford FNR5 and Mazda 
FS5A-EL units. The FNR5 is found in 2006-up Ford Fusion and Mercury Milan 
vehicles. Models built using the FS5A-EL include 2006-up Mazda 3 and Mazda 
6 and 2008-up Mazda 5. This unit is also in several other Mazda models found 
internationally.

Ford FNR5 / Mazda FS5A-EL
Bonded Piston Kit

New packaging is designed to protect 
the pistons from damage

Kit number 4863 is in stock and available for immediate delivery.

Look for our brand on the pistons -
your assurance of quality!New packaging is designed to protect

the pistons from damage

Look for our brand on the pistons -
your assurance of quality!
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Milan vehicles. Models built using the 
FS5A-EL include 2006-up Mazda 3 
and Mazda 6 and 2008-up Mazda 5. 
This unit is also in several other Mazda 
models found internationally.

New packaging is designed to pro-
tect the pistons from damage.

Look for our brand on the pistons; 
your assurance of quality!

Kit number 4863 is in stock and 
available for immediate delivery.

For more, visit TransTec on line at 
www.transtec.com.

Industry Mourns the Loss 
of Jay Wilemon

It is with great sadness that we 
announce the passing of one of the pio-
neers of the aftermarket transmission 
parts industry. Mr. Jay Wilemon passed 
away at home on October 21st sur-
rounded by his loving wife of 38 years, 
sons, daughters, grandchildren, close 
friends, and his adoring dogs.

Jay started in the transmission 
industry along with his lifelong friend 
Jimmy Bishop in 1958. In 1961 he 
started REPCO on his own. As REPCO 
grew, he opened branches in Houston, 
San Antonio, Austin, and Orlando. After 
the sale of the company in 1998, Jay 
retired and moved to Austin to enjoy 
his family, friends, and his beloved 
University of Texas Longhorns. 

There will be a celebration of his 
life in Austin in early November. The 
family has requested donations in his 
memory to be made to Austin Bets 
Alive, www.austinpetsalive.org.

Jay is survived by his wife Terry, 
children Terri, Rick, Brad, Corby, and 
Jacey, grandchildren Ashley, Tanner, 
Jake, Brooke, Jenna, Tryton, and 
Hannah.

Jay will always be remembered 
as a dedicated husband, caring father, 
loving grandfather, and a pioneer in the 
aftermarket transmission parts indus-
try. He will be dearly missed. Transtar 
Industries extends its sincerest condo-
lences to the Wilemon family.

Bill Haas Joins ESi  
as Automotive Coach

Bill Haas has joined Educational 
Seminars Institute (ESi) as an automo-
tive coach, bringing more than 40 years 
of automotive repair industry experi-
ence to his new position. 

Most recently Haas was vice pres-
ident of education and training for 
the Automotive Service Association 
(ASA). While at ASA, he worked with 
shop owners and managers, advisory 
committees, vehicle manufacturers, 
information providers, tool and equip-
ment companies, insurance companies, 
parts suppliers, program groups, and 
related industry organizations.

He’s been a guest speaker at 
numerous industry events and testified 
at hearings of the U.S. Congress and 
several state legislatures on legislation 
and regulation affecting the automotive 
industry.

Haas has been a technician in a 
new car dealership and in several inde-
pendent shops, a shop manager, parts 
counterman, shop owner, and technical 
trainer. He is an Accredited Automotive 
Manager (AAM) and has been a mem-
ber of the Automotive Management 
Institute (AMI) faculty since 2002.

For information, visit www.
esiseminars.com.

Sonnax Engineering  
Manager Succeeds  
Retiring VP

The engineering department 
at Sonnax Industries, Inc., recently 
transitioned from the guidance of 

retiring Sonnax VP of Engineering 
Bill DeRoche to Robert K. Steinmetz, 
who joined the company as senior 
engineering manager earlier this fall.

Steinmetz is succeeding DeRoche 
to oversee Sonnax engineering and 
quality control functions. He possesses 
many years of experience coordinating 
the design and development of 
automotive transmission products.

Before joining Sonnax, Steinmetz 
served as engineering manager for 
Transtar Industries’ Recon Torque 
Converter group, and prior to Recon, 
was a program manager at LuK 
USA. He holds a BS in mechanical 
engineering from the University of 
Toledo and an executive MBA from 
Kent State University.

DeRoche has served Sonnax in 
various management roles for 16 years, 
most recently as VP of operations and 
VP of engineering and quality control. 
During this time, DeRoche was part of 
the company’s initiative to restructure 
its new product development cycle.

Among his responsibilities were 
management of a group of engineers and 
designers, technical document control, 
an on-site testing and development 
center, manufacturing engineering, and 
the establishment of quality control 
systems.

DeRoche will continue with 
Sonnax on a parttime basis, with his 
primary area of responsibility being 
patents and special project consultation.

For more, visit Sonnax on line at 
www.sonnax.com.

New TransTec Kits for 
2011-up Ford 6R140 

TransTec is pleased to announce 
the release of TransTec® overhaul kits 
for the 6-speed heavy duty Ford 6R140 
TorqShift transmission.

Bill Haas, Automotive Coach, 
Educational Seminars Institute (ESi)

Bill DeRoche

Robert K. Steinmetz
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POWER INDUSTRY NEWS
The 6R140 transmission is found 

in 2011-up Ford F-Series Super Duty 
vehicles with either a 6.7L diesel or a 
6.2L gas engine.

TransTec® kits 2591, 2592, 2593 
and 4900 are in stock and available for 
immediate delivery.

For more visit TransTec on line at 
www.transtec.com.

EXEDY Announces 
Availability of OEM

EXEDY is proud to announce 
availability of OEM 6R140 frictions.  
Some positions feature proprietary 
dot (segmented) technology, patented 

“Nozzle Groove” design promotes oil 
flow through the clutch pack.  This 
helps to greatly increase cooling, 
extending the usable life of your 
overhauled transmission.

Friction kits are available for your 
convenience: order number EFK289 
for gas applications and EFK290 for 
diesels.  

Call your distributor today and 
demand the OEM quality only EXEDY 
can offer!

Precision Recommends 
Care when Handling the 
4L70 Input Shaft

The 4L70 series of transmissions 
now have an input speed sensor located 
in the pump stator. It creates a signal 
from a reluctor on the input shaft.

In the past, when servicing a 4L60 
series transmission, you might not 
have had to have been very careful 
handling the forward drum or input 
shaft. But today that input shaft also 
includes the reluctor for the input 
speed sensor. And since that reluc-
tor is soft metal, you need to be very 
careful handling it to prevent denting 
or scratching the reluctor.

Damaging the reluctor can set 
one or both of these codes:

P0716 — input speed sensor out 
of range

P0717 — loss of input speed signal
For more, visit Precision 

International on line at www.transmis-
sionkits.com.

New Shift Spring in  
Precision 722.6 Kits 
Corrects Bind on 3-4

Dodge, Chrysler, Jeep and 
Mercedes Benz vehicles with the 722.6 
transmission have had complaints of a 
bind during the 3-4 shift. This symptom 
may occur before or after overhaul. 

The cause of this bind may be 
a broken 3-4 shift pressure valve 

spring. Precision 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
is pleased to 
announce a 
fix for this 
condition: 
They now 
include a 
r e p l a c e -
ment 3-4 
shift pressure valve spring in their 
K56900G and K56900GX overhaul 
kits. 

The folks at Precision recommend 
that you replace this spring during every 
rebuild. Look for subkit SUB-K56799A 
in overhaul kits with an 11262 and later 
date code.

For more, visit Precision 
International on line at www.transmis-
sionkits.com.

Also From Precision 
Redesigned K1/C1 
Balance Piston for the 
09G/TF60SN Trans

Precision International now car-
ries the redesigned, four-notched K1/
C1 balance piston for the 09G/TF60SN. 
This updated design helps exhaust oil 
on downshifts and prevents the balance 
piston from flexing forward and dam-
aging the internal drum ring.

The redesigned piston is Precision 
part #79425. You’ll see the updated 
design in Precision K79900H and 
K79900HX overhaul kits with 12139 
and later date codes.

For more, visit Precision 
International on line at www.transmis-
sionkits.com.

 Kit Variations
TransTec® 

Number Description Years

2591 Overhaul kit 11-up

2592 Overhaul kit with bonded 
pistons 11-up

2593
Overhaul kit with bonded 
pistons, clutches, and steels 
(gas and diesel)

11-up

4900 Bonded piston kit 11-up

Featured Components
TransTec® 

Number Description Years

B33459 Molded rubber pan gasket 11-up
B37196 Converter hub seal 11-up

B37197 Extension housing seal, 
booted 11-up

B37198 Extension housing seal,  
with bolt on yolk 11-up

3563 Sealing ring kit 11-Up

© 2012  Freudenberg-NOK  

11617 State Route 13 • Milan, Ohio 44846 • T:  419-499-2502 • F:  419-499-2804 • www.TransTec.com 

NPA 10/5/12

A Division of Freudenberg-NOK

New Product Announcement

We are pleased to announce the release of TransTec® overhaul kits that service the 6 

speed Heavy Duty Ford 6R140 TorqShift® transmission. The 6R140 transmission is 

found in 2011-up Ford F-Series Super Duty vehicles with either a 6.7L diesel or a 6.2L 

gas engine.

Ford 6R140 2011-UP

Kit Variations                                          Description 

Years 

 

 2591 Overhaul kit 

11-Up

 2592 Overhaul kit with bonded pistons 

11-Up

 2593 Overhaul kit with bonded pistons, clutches and steels (Gas and Diesel) 11-Up

 4900 Bonded piston kit 

11-Up

TransTec® kits 2591, 2592, 2593 and 4900 are in stock and available for immediate delivery
TorqShift® is a registered trademark of Ford Motor Company

TransTec®  Number

Featured Components                                         Description 

Years 

 

 B33459 Molded rubber pan gasket 

11-Up

 B37196 Converter hub seal 

11-Up

 B37197 Extension housing seal, booted 

11-Up

 B37198 Extension housing seal, with bolt on yolk 
11-UP

 3563 Sealing ring kit 

11-Up

TransTec®  Number

This spring 
tends to break. 
We now include 
it in our 
overhaul kit.
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ERIKSSON INDUSTRIES

•1 YEAR UNLIMITED MILE WTY•

1-800-388-4418
Division of Wentworth Engineering

Authorized        Parts Distributor

•Remanufactured Units              * DYNO TESTED*
•5HP30, 5HP24, 5HP19, 5HP18, 4HP24, 4HP22, 
 4HP18, 4HP14
•Specializing in SAAB 900/9000 5SP, 
 as well as T-37 A/T

• Hard Parts: NEW / USED / REMANUFACTURED

       Soft Parts / Friction Kits / Steel Kits / Repair Manuals

• Lifetime Fluids / Rebuild Kits / Valvebody Kits

1-800-388-4418
Fax: (860) 395-0047

www.erikssonindustries.com
146B Elm St., Old Saybrook, CT 06475

**COMPUTERS**
Transmission Control Module

E C M &  T C M
Mitsubishi-Honda-Hyundai-GEO
Kia-Mazda-Nissan-Suzuki-Toyota

BOSCH ECM
GM - Ford - Chrysler - Dodge

Next Day Air Shipping Available
One Year Warranty

Best Customer Service!
Ford *GM * Chrysler off vehicle 
ECM reprogramming available

8 8 8 - 2 1 7 - 4 0 7 2
Autocomp Technologies, Inc.
8515 N. Freeway, Houston, Texas www.g-tec.comwww.g-tec.com

Heated Cooler 
Line Flusher

Transmission 
Dyno/CV 
Tester

800-725-6499
417-725-6400

Hard Parts * 1946-2010 * Soft Parts

800-835-1007
Quality Parts * 

Fair Prices

~Se Habla Espanol

Excellent Service

Visit our web site www. areds.com

Automatic *  Standard
Transfer Case Parts

SHOPPER CLASSIFIED ADS

 

 

Ansermatic Tested Dyno Tested 

Remanufactured 
Transmissions                     
with Converter                      

IN STOCK 
1-800-369-6601 

silverstartransmission.com 

It’s a good one! 

Mercedes 

Sprinter
s 

GEARS Shopper advertising costs $325.00 for a one time insertion ad, (2 1/4 X 3) 2.25 X 3.  Larger ads can be placed 
elsewhere in the magazine and are charged at comparable rates. Check or money order must accompany all orders.  
For information on Shopper advertising in GEARS, contact GEARS, 2400 Latigo Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030, or call 
(805) 604-2000.

Space For Sale!

www.gearsmagazine.com

805-604-2023

$325
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SHOPPER CLASSIFIED ADS
GEARS Shopper advertising costs $325.00 for a one time insertion ad, (2 1/4 X 3) 2.25 X 3.  Larger ads can be placed 
elsewhere in the magazine and are charged at comparable rates. Check or money order must accompany all orders.  
For information on Shopper advertising in GEARS, contact GEARS, 2400 Latigo Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030, or call 
(805) 604-2000.

BMW    Mercedes-Benz    Audi

Remanufactured to
Perfection

Hundreds of Transmissions in-stock.

Immediate installation available.

2 year unlimited warranty.

Dyno-tested.

Remanufactured torque converter included.

Toll free 800 - 372 - TRANS

1331 Rollins Road • Burlingame, CA 94010
tel 650 - 348 - 3990    fax 650 - 348 - 3019

Equipment Manufacturing Corp.

888-833-9000 
www.equipmentmanufacturing.com

For our Canadian 
Subscribers

Some of the 800- toll free numbers 
listed in the shopper ad section do 
not work In Canada. Therefore, as a 
service to you we have listed direct 
line phone numbers to our shopper 

advertisers:

www.atra.com

A&REDS Transmission Parts has multiple 
locations

Eriksson Industries (860) 388-4418

Transmission Exchange Co. (503) 284-0768

Autocomp Technologies (713) 697-5511

Precision of New Hampton Inc (641) 394-5955

Lory Transmission Parts (305) 642-4621

Miami Transmission Kits (305) 885-7355

ART Auto Sport Unlimited 
Remanufactured Transmissions (616) 748-5725

Weller Auto Trucks Has many different 
shop locations

Instaclean (928) 680-4445

Silver Star Transmission (405) 330-9300

Trans-Pac Motor Parts (310) 637-9156

Transfer Case Express has multiple 
locations

G-CorAutomotive.com
1.877.888.5160

Hard parts…need one? 
Need 100? Can’t 
find what you’re 
looking for?

Just  
Ask!

gcor-td-225x3-blue.indd   1 2/28/12   9:32 PM

Domestic and Foreign Repair Manuals
Available at Everyday LOW Prices 

Call Today 800-428-8489!!!

2011 TECHNICAL

Your Business Partner for a Changing Industry!

Success Through Training!

atra bookstore.indd   2 8/24/12   1:18 AM
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INSTA-CLEAN
PARTS WASHERS

INSTA-CLEAN
PARTS WASHERS

INSTA-CLEAN
PARTS WASHERS

INSTA-CLEAN
PARTS WASHERS

INSTA-CLEAN
PARTS WASHERS

w
w

w
.instaclean.com

800-331-6405    800-331-6405

WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

Standard Transmissions
Transfer Cases

New & Used Parts
Rebuilt Units

*ONE CALL DOES IT ALL*

CALL
BRIAN OR ALBERT

866-571-GEAR
        4 3 2 7

Northland Transmission Inc. 
 

Phone: 715-458-2617     Fax: 715-458-2611 
 

www.servobore.com 

Fix it in less 
than fifteen  
minutes with 
one of our 
easy to use 
kits.

No machine
shop required. 

 
HARD PARTS FOR 

Domestic and Foreign 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS 

TORQUE CONVERTERS 
TRANSFER CASES 

 
WE HAVE OVER 500,000 PARTS IN STOCK 

CALL 602-971-0477 
getithardparts.com 

 
WE SHIP UPS DAILY 

NEED QUALITY
CONVERTERS?

Overhaul System! 

Call for a free catalog
877-298-5003

www.atiracing.com
6747 Whitestone Road • Baltimore, MD 21207

®

  
   

  

 

 
 

www.kbcores.com

Space For Sale!

www.gearsmagazine.com

805-604-2023

$325
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GEARS Shopper advertising costs $325.00 for a one time insertion ad, (2 1/4 X 3) 2.25 X 3.  Larger ads can be placed 
elsewhere in the magazine and are charged at comparable rates. Check or money order must accompany all orders.  
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1285 Embarcadero
Oakland, CA

600 Bruckner Road
Spartanburg, SC

Quality 
Remanufactured 
Torque Converters

Expect the Best!

800.727.4461

Distributorships Available

Visit our website:
www.cvcconverters.com

  
        

      
Leading The Industry Since 1978 

www.Trans-Tool.com  

www.atra.com

"Using Atra's Tech support 
gets work done faster."
–Donny caccamise, owner of 

Dmc transmissions

JoIN toDaY at
MEMBERS.ATRA.COM

Remanufactured
Sprinter 

722.6 Transmissions

Updated with latest Sonnax
performance parts

3-year/100,000-mile warranty

866-464-1871
www.sprintertransmission.net

722.9 Rebuild Procedures

2012 ATRA. All Rights R

1414141414
Front Pump: Disassembly

FroFrFrFrFront 

1. Remove the B1 retaining snap ring, pressure plate, clutches and cushion spring.

2. Use a small screwdriver to pry th

3. Work the snap ring out of the g

ped snap ring out of its groove.

Pump: Disa

ve the B1 retaining snap ring, pr

$40.00

or online at  
ATRABookstore.com

727272722.22.2.99999 ReReReRebubububuilililildd PrPrococede ures
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19.  Remove the park pawl and the end play adjustment snt shimshims ims from 
fro the c case. 

ase Note: 

The end play shims will be down on the output shaft bea earingring.g            

tie or tag wire to secure the shims to the parking pawl to prevent lost 
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MERCEDES 722.9 REBUILD
To Order Call 800-428-8489 
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USED, NEW AND REBUILT
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE
ONE CALL DOES IT ALL!

•
•
•
•

 WE STOCK
VT25E,6L80E,6R60E,5R110W
   USED & REBUILT PARTS 
 We offer a complete machine shop 
for ALL of your rebuilding needs!

800-461-5396

* Complete Remanufactured*
*Individually Tested*
*SONNAX Updates*

* 1 YR Warranty*
*Tech Support*

*Family Owned & Operated*
*N*Nationwide Shipping*

NOW OFFERING
*SONNAX Updated Pumps*

(877) 337 - 4681
www.reamman.com

www.qualitygear.com

LIGHT DUTY
PARTS!

Highest Quality
Remanufactured 
Valve Bodies 

Sales@ValveBodyPros.com  •  ValveBodyPros.com

408-287-4500

PRO-Proven BEST In The Industry
PRO-Proven Best Warranty

PRO-Proven Best Unparalleled 
Product Support

Valve Body Pro

Maxx Fluxx™

Bushings

Innovative 
Solenoid 
Solutions 

Minimal or No Adjustment Required

For The Ford 5R55N/W/S

GEARSGEARS
This could 

be 
your ad!

call 
(805) 604-2000 
and find out how!

For The Transmission rebuilding indusTry
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BUSINESS FOR SALE: Cali-
fornia – You need to take a look 
at this one! 40 years of excellent 
business transmission & gen-
eral automotive service. Same 
great location, central Califor-
nia, this is not your ordinary 
shop. Large building with latest 
equipment, owner ready to re-
tire. Contact (209) 602-7250.
 ATRA Mbr

BUSINESS FOR SALE: Very 
successful automatic transmis-
sion shop located in the inte-
rior of British Columbia, Cana-
da. Great fishing, hunting and 
skiing. Established in 1970, 
grosses $450,000 to $500,000 
annually. Great reputation and 
established clients. Owner 
wishes to retire. Turn key op-
eration. Phone (250) 374-6284, 
e-mail sndymckinley@yahoo.
ca.  ATRA Mbr

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE – 
Want to rebuild your own Torque 
Converters? Complete TCRS 
Torque Converter System,  

inventor and parts available. 
Great shape, 10 years old and 
used to build converters for busy 
shop. Welder, Bonder and Dies, 
Balancer, Leak checker, Height 
gauge, Lathe and Chucks. For 
details contact: mike@bond-
edtransmission.com – Phone: 
(508) 872-1119 – Cell: (508) 
326-0377. ATRA Mbr

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE - Re-
posed Transfer Case Dyno 
$70,000.00 less then 100 hours, 
(Save $50,000.00) Call for de-
tails.  Trade show demonstration 
units with new warranties:  Blue-
Reach E-ZEE Shift control sys-
tem for dyno, vehicle, or valve 
body tester,  $4,184.00 (save 
$1000.00), E-ZEE shift Sen-
sor Monitor $467.00 ($save 
$100.00), E-ZEE Shift Phase 
Drive for CVT Stepper motor 
testing $370.00 (save $100.00).  
TTCF-7AR heated cooler line 
Flusher by G-TEC  ($1842.00). 
This is new equipment that has 
been either shown or dem-
onstrated at trade shows or 
seminars.  Limited quantity for 
details call: Steve Glassinger 
G-TEC Inc. (417) 725-6400 or 
(800) 725.6499 steve@g-tec.
com.  ATRA Mbr

SHOPPER CLASSIFIED
GEARS classified advertising cost $95.00 for up to 50 words for a one time insertion. ATRA members are eligible to receive up to three (3) FREE classified 
advertisements in GEARS annually (per 9 issues).  Members wishing to place ads once their three FREE ads have been placed may do so at the cost listed above. 
Ads exceeding the maximum word count will cost $1.50 for each additional word (not including phone number and address).

December 2012

GEARSGEARS
This could 

be 
your ad!

call 
(805) 604-2000 
and find out how!

FOR THE TRAnSmISSIOn REbuILDIng InDuSTRy

HELP WANTED: ATP is looking 
to hire an experienced standard 
transmission core purchaser. 
Dave mentioned that Gears 
magazine has free hiring ads 
and you probably have a set 
format/verbiage for this kind of 
role. The only thing we thought 
this individual should have is a 
thorough understanding of stan-
dard transmissions, and con-
nections into the core industry 
and hopefully OE contacts. The 
location to be determined once 
a candidate is found.  Contact 
would be jcraddock@transtar1.
com. ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Calgary, Al-
berta Canada – National Fran-
chise looking for qualified trans-
mission rebuilder.  Must have at 
least 3 years experience. Excel-
lent salary and benefits for the 
right person to join our growing 
team. Call (403) 287-3400.
 ATRA Mbr

TEMCO
Simply The Best

www.washparts.com

1-800-245-1869

Space For Sale!

www.gearsmagazine.com

805-604-2023

$325
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Name___________________________________________

Address_________________________________________

City_____________________________________________________

State_____________________________  Zip___________________

Phone___________________________________________________

Signature________________________________________________

X

Please enclose check or money order in U.S. funds and send to:

GEARS • 2400 LATIGO AVENUE • OXNARD, CALIFORNIA 93030
or call: (805)604-2000

U.S. $30 ~ Canada $45 ~ Other Areas $65

I want my very own subscription 
to the next 9 issues of GEARS.

Subscribe Today!
Grab Your GEARS Now!

HELP WANTED: Automatic Transmission 
Technical Directory – Large transmission re-
manufacturing company seeking qualified indi-
vidual to manage, supervise and direct a team 
of 10-20 builders. Competitive pay, Monday – 
Friday. Send resume to: novatrans@cfl.rr.com. 
  ATRA Mbr

HELP WANTED: Transmission Builder - Es-
tablished family owned and operated transmis-
sion shop in business for 30 years.  Five day 
work week, competitive pay, benefits, vacation 
time. Shop is clean and spacious with the latest 
equipment and tools; located 45minutes east 
of St Louis.  Email resume to: hytechtrans@
sbcglobal.net.  ATRA Mbr

Don't Miss the ATRA SEMINAR Near You!

Feb 9 – Houston, TX Mar 16 – St. Louis, MO TBA –  San Antonio, TX Aug 24 –  Atlanta, GA
Feb 16 – Orlando, FL Mar 23 – Biloxi, MS TBA – Des Moines, IA TBA – Billings, MT
Feb 23 – Charlotte, NC Apr 6 – Minneapolis, MN May 25 – Vancouver, BC TBA – Coeur D’Alene, ID
Mar 2 – Dallas, TX Apr 27 – Walnut Creek, CA TBA – Los Angeles, CA Oct 5 – Portland, OR
Mar 2 – Phoenix, AZ TBA – Salt Lake City, UT TBA – Albuquerque, NM Oct 12 – Chicago, IL
Mar 9 – Boston, MA May 11 – Denver, CO Aug 17 – Cincinnati, OH TBA – Newark, NJ

Check http://members.atra.com 
for more dates and locations 

to come!

TBA – Baltimore, MD

2013 ATRA TECHNICAL SEMINARS

800.428.8489
http://members.atra.com

MEMBERS.ATRA.COM
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CALENDAR ATRA Supplier Members
Reserve your free table top display for the 
ATRA 2012 technical seminar series today! 
Call (805) 604-2018

See ATRA Seminar Schedule 
on page 67 or at:
http://members.atra.com/?page=Technical_Seminars
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